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Editorial 
March Issue 2022 

 
 

It is my distinct honor, pleasure, and privilege to serve as the new Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal 
of Computers and Their Applications (IJCA).  I have a special passion for the International Society for 
Computers and their Applications.  I have been a member of our society since 2014 and have served in various 
capacities.  These have ranged from being on program committees of our conferences to being Program Chair 
of CATA 2021 and CATA 2022 and currently serving as one of the Ex-Officio Board Members.  I am very 
grateful to the ISCA Board of Directors for giving me this opportunity to serve society and the journal in this 
role. 
 
I want to extend my special thanks to Dr. Wenying Feng, the outgoing Editor-in-Chief of IJCA, and the past 
editors-in-chief for contributing so much to IJCA and providing me with a firm foundation to move forward.  
I would also like to thank all the Associate Editors, the editorial staff, and the authors for their valuable 
contributions to the journal.  Without everyone’s help, the success of the journal would be impossible. 
 
I look forward to working with everyone in the coming years to maintain and further improve the journal’s 
quality.  I want to invite you to submit your quality work to the journal for consideration of publication.  I also 
welcome proposals for special issues of the journal.  If you have any suggestions to improve the journal, please 
feel free to contact me. 
 
 
Dr. Ajay Bandi 
 School of Computer Science and Information Systems 
 Northwest Missouri State University 
Maryville, MO 64468 
Email: AJAY@nwmissouri.edu  
 
 
 
 
In 2022, we have four issues planned (March, June, September, and December).  March issue includes the 
best papers from the SEDE 2021.  Drs. Fred Harris, Rui Wu, and Alex Redei are the guest editors of this 
March issue.  June issue will include the selected best papers from CAINE 2021.  The third issue in 
September will contain the best papers from CATA 2022.  The last issue is taking shape with a collection of 
submitted papers. 
 
I would also like to announce that I will begin searching for a few Associate Editors to add to our team.  
There are a few areas in which we would like to strengthen our board.  If you would like to be considered, 
please contact me via email with a cover letter and a copy of your CV. 
  
 
Ajay Bandi, Editor-in-Chief 
Email: AJAY@nwmissouri.edu 
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Guest Editorial: 

Special Issue from ISCA Fall--2021 SEDE Conference 

 
This special issue of the International Journal of Computers and their Applications (IJCA) is a 
collection of four refereed papers selected from SEDE 2021:  the 30th International Conference 
on Software Engineering on Data Engineering, held October 11-12, 2021.  This conference, due 
to the pandemic, was held virtually.    
 
Each paper submitted to the conference was reviewed by at least two members of the international 
program committee, as well as by additional reviewers, judging for originality, technical 
contribution, significance and quality of presentation.  The proceedings for this conference can be 
found online at https://easychair.org/publications/volume/SEDE_2021.   After the conference, the 
six best papers were recommended by the program committee members to be considered for 
publication in this special issue of IJCA. The authors were invited to submit a revised version of 
their papers.  After extensive revisions and a second round of review, these papers were accepted 
for publication in this issue of the journal.  
 
The papers in this special issue cover a broad range of research interests in the community of 
computers and their applications.  The topics and main contributions of the papers are briefly 
summarized below.  
 
ISLAM KHALIL, SHERIF EL-KASSAS, and KARIM SOBH of The American University in 
Cairo, Cairo, Egypt present their paper “A Multi-Modal, Pluggable Transaction Tamper Evident 
Database Architecture.”  In this paper they present the architecture for a multi-modal tamper 
detection solution with a primary goal of being easily retrofittable into existing systems with 
minimal intervention required from system developers or system administrators in large 
organizations.  Their focus in this work is append-only databases like financial transactions, 
auditing systems, as well as technical system logs.  They also pay attention to data confidentiality 
and leverage designs like chains of record hashes to achieve the target solution.  They illustrate 
different ways of integrating DBKnot into existing architecture, and then go through how to 
leverage existing web-service configuration and definition standards to increase the seamlessness 
and ease of retrofitting into existing applications by automatically detecting and learning about the 
target web-service semantics without much need for manual human intervention. 
 
JONATHON HEWITT, DANIEL HALL, CHRISTOPHER PARKS, PAYTON KNOCH, 
SERGIU M. DASCALU, DEVRIN LEE, NIKKOLAS J. IRWIN, and FREDERICK C. HARRIS, 
JR. of the University of Nevada, Reno present their paper “Design and Implementation of VS-
TAP:  The Veteran Services Tracking and Analytics Program.”  In this work they present VS-
TAP, the The Veteran Services Tracking and Analytics Program.  VS-TAP is a data gathering and 
analytics application with the goal of collecting, storing, and combining data from several sources 
into a single usable database.  The web application also tracks the rate and duration of visitors that 
attend veteran centers and events.  The program combines all the data collected from various 
sources that can be queried for data visualization purposes. 
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FENG YU of Yougstown State Univeristy in Youngstown Ohio, SEMIH CAL of Texas Tech 
University in Lubbock Texas, EN CHENG of the University of Akron in Akron Ohio, LUCY 
KERNS of Yougstown State Univeristy in Youngstown Ohio, and WEIDONG XIONG of 
Cleveland State University in Cleveland Ohio present their paper “Non-parametric Error 
Estimation for σ -AQP using Optimized Bootstrap Sampling.”  In this work, they employ a non-
parametric statistical method, called bootstrap sampling, to assess errors of an Approximate Query 
Processing (or AQP) system for selections queries (or σ -AQP).  They implement a prototype AQP 
system integrated with a bootstrap sampling engine that can estimate the standard deviation and 
produce confidence intervals for selection query estimations.  Extensive experiments operating the 
prototype system demonstrated that the confidence intervals generated can cover the ground truth 
query results with high accuracy and low computing costs.  In addition, they introduce 
optimization strategies for bootstrap sampling which can improve the overall computing efficiency 
of the prototype AQP system. 
 
LIN HALL, PING WANG, GRAYSON BLANKENSHIP, EMMANUEL ZENIL LOPEZ, CHRIS 
CASTRO, ZHEN ZHU, and RUI WU of East Carolina University present their work “VR Tracker 
Location and Rotation Predictions using HTC Vive Tracking System and Gradient Boosting 
Regressor.”  They proposed a framework which integrates VR with machine learning to track, 
predict and visualize the position and orientation of VR trackers.  The framework includes 
prediction of time series data obtained from the simulated human spine, for which they use a 
gradient boosting regressor model.  The simulated human spine is visualized in VR.  They propose 
ther framework can support other medical visualization applications as well. 
 
As guest editors, we would like to express our deepest appreciation to the authors and the program 
committee members of the conference these papers were selected from.  
 
We hope you will enjoy this special issue of the IJCA and we look forward to seeing you at a 
future ISCA conference.  More information about ISCA society can be found at http://www.isca-
hq.org 

 
Guest Editors:  
 
Frederick C. Harris, Jr, University of Nevada, Reno, USA, SEDE 2021 Conference Chair 
Rui Wu, East Carolina University, Greenville, NC, USA, SEDE 2021 Program Chair 
Alex Redei, Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant, MI, USA, SEDE 2021 Program Chair 

 

March 2022 

 

http://www.isca-hq.org/
http://www.isca-hq.org/
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A Multi-Modal, Pluggable Transaction Tamper Evident Database Architecture 
 
 

Islam Khalil*, Sherif El-Kassas*, and Karim Sobh* 
The American University in Cairo, Cairo, Egypt 

 
 
 
 

 
Abstract 

 
Fraud and data tampering is one of the key security risks of 

computer systems in general and in particular, sophisticated 
architecture that involves a wide array of heavily interdependent 
systems that communicate data using microservices, as well as 
simple normal user-facing systems. 

The evolving risks of security threats as well as regulatory 
compliance are important driving forces for achieving better 
integrity and detecting any possible data tampering by either 
internal or external malicious perpetrators.  We present the 
architecture for a multi-modal tamper detection solution with a 
primary goal of being easily retrofittable into existing systems 
with minimal intervention required from system developers or 
system administrators in large organizations.  Our focus in this 
work is append-only databases like financial transactions, 
auditing systems, as well as technical system logs.  We also pay 
attention to data confidentiality by making sure that the data 
never leaves the organization’s premises.  We leverage designs 
like chains of record hashes to achieve the target solution.  After 
illustrating different ways of integrating DBKnot into existing 
architecture, we then go through how to leverage existing web 
service configuration and definition standards to increase the 
seamlessness and ease of retrofitting into existing applications 
by automatically detecting and learning about the target web 
service semantics without much need for manual human 
intervention. 

Key Words:  Database, security, tamper evident, chaining, 
lock-chain, and hash chaining. 
 

1 Introduction 
 
With the increasing use and ubiquity and multiple ways to use 

and access data across systems and as system architectures get 
more sophisticated and their interdependence is increasing 
while the range of technologies being used is widening, the need 
for more security and detecting fraud also increases.  We 
propose a novel solution to protecting database integrity by 
providing a transparent and seamless middleware for securing 
database transactions against possible tampering by individuals 
who have full administrative access to the database and all its 
related infrastructure. 

Such systems manage information like bank transactions, 
____________________ 
* Emails:  {ikhalil, sherif, kmsobh}@aucegypt.edu. 

medical information, government records, as well as other 
critical information.  Such systems often fall prey to perpetrators 
who are insiders or collude with insiders to commit their fraud 
crimes.  External malicious actors are in many cases the players 
responsible for committing fraud and tampering with sensitive 
databases.  Many cases involve tampering with existing systems 
and making fraudulent transactions that go unnoticed because 
they are committed by insiders who already have access and 
permission to the systems they tamper with.  

According to the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners 
(ACFE) 2018 report [26], $7 Billion of losses were incurred due 
to internal fraud alone with an average fraud scheme going for 
16 months unnoticed.  Small businesses lose twice as much as 
big organizations due to their lack of proper access to a) Internal 
control processes that mitigate against such fraud and b) 
Systems in place that protect against such tampering. 

According to Harvard Business Review [31], more than 80 
million insider security breaches occur every year costing tens 
of billions of dollars in the US alone.  In one incident $350,000 
was stolen from 4 Citibank customers by employees of a 
software and service company that Citibank had contracted [31].  
According to Accenture [6] and The World Economic Forum 
(WEF) [35], the cost of insider malicious activity constitutes 
15% of all cybercrime.  The IETF’s RFC 4810 [28, 39] 
guidelines for “Long Term Archive Services Requirements” 
indicate that non-repudiation and integrity are important to any 
store of data to protect against potential tampering.  The number 
of internal fraud cases resulting in compromising the integrity 
of organizations’ data is increasing year after year [31].  For 
example, in the year 2010 alone, internal fraud has increased at 
a rate of 20%.  

One of the causes of such an increase is the broadening 
complexity and use of IT solutions and its corresponding 
increase in the number of internal and external stakeholders 
needed to operate such systems.  

Various governments have put in place different regulations 
to reduce/eliminate such risks.  Among such regulations are the 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act by the US Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) [11] which mandates that companies engaging in 
financial services put in place necessary measures to safe-guard 
their sensitive data against tampering.  Another act that was 
decreed by the US congress is the Sarbanes-Oxley Act [22] 
(SOX) which mandates that companies protect their data and 
ensure that destruction of evidence does not occur for the 
purpose of later investigation of corruption and fraud cases.  
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This act was made as a reaction to a number of major corruption 
scandals including Enron and WorldCom.  The Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act [18] (HIPAA) by 
the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is also 
an example which regulates access and changes to medical 
records.  

The goal of this work is to design a solution that enables 
systems based on traditional databases to be tamper-evident.  
Different integration models are to be discussed (on the ORM 
level, database level, or web service level).  The primary goal is 
to eliminate the need for trust inside the organization while 
minimizing the overhead added by the solution.  Ease of 
integration is key while requiring zero or little changes to 
existing systems.  The solution should be able to detect 
tampering either by external hackers or by internal malicious 
employees, staff, and system administrators who have full 
permissions on the target database.  This is done by relying more 
on information accountability rather than information restriction 
[24, 126, 129].  

In the process of coming up with such a solution, a number of 
different technologies are examined, in addition to related work. 

Example append-only applications that could benefit from our 
proposed solutions are server security logs, banking 
transactions, accounting ledgers in enterprises, notary and real-
estate records, birth and death records, time and attendance 
systems, and many others. 

Possible tampering could be committed on different levels.  
On a system administrator level, however the risk is that a) The 
sysadmin can commit the fraud and b) The sysadmin can cover-
up any traces or logs of the fraudulent activity they have 
performed since he/she is the one responsible for all system 
permissions, logs, monitoring, etc. 

We start this paper by giving a background on some of the 
technologies used, then we briefly mention different related 
approaches to the same problem and a comparison of their 
corresponding features.  Afterwards we go through our 
proposed solution, then we show some results of our 
experimentation followed by a conclusion.  This paper is a 
continuation of the work done in [13]. 

 
2 Background 

 
2.1 Object Relational Mapping (ORM) 

 
Object Relational Mapping (ORM) frameworks [16–17, 36, 

38] sit between developer applications and databases.  They 
provide developers with full object-oriented semantics to the 
database allowing developers to use object oriented design to 
model their data without having to worry about how this maps 
to the database.  ORM frameworks in turn take care of the 
mapping between data objects on one hand, and tables and 
relations on the other hand during database creation and 
definition, transactions, as well as querying.   

Figure 1:  Standard ORM operations shows how the ORM 
layer sits between the developer code and the database itself and 
abstracts away all of the DBMS specific relational database 
operations. 

 
 

Figure 1:  Standard ORM operations 
 

2.2 Web Services 
 
Web services provide a standard mechanism of integrating 

different software systems or subsystems while abstracting 
away all implementation details and technologies.  Web services 
usually provide the functionality to make database transactions 
as well as queries through formats like the REST API [37].   

Figure 2:  REST API request and response is an example of 
how web services work. 

 

 
 

Figure 2:  REST API request and response 

 
2.2.1 REST.  The definition of REST according to [27] is 

“Representational State Transfer”.  
REST is defined to be a standardized HTTP based 

communication scheme for systems to invoke web services 
across hybrid technologies without relying on any technology 
specific integration and thus, decouple implementations from 
internal technologies. 

REST depends on standard HTTP methods (GET, POST, 
HEAD, DELETE, etc.) and uses standard HTTP return codes to 
communicate meaningful responses. 

Contents of a REST message are usually written in formats 
like JSON (a javascript notation representation of data), but also 
other formats could be used like XML and YAML. 

 
2.2.2 CRUD.  CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) are 

standard database operations. They are however often mapped 
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very closely to REST API calls [32] (REST APIs have many 
other non-CRUD uses as well). The concept of CRUD was 
coined long ago before web services APIs were used and is very 
database specific. 

 
2.2.3 Scenarios of REST and CRUD Mapping.  With the 

creation of REST, there started to be many use cases that tend 
to show semantic similarities between parts of the two concepts.  

 
3 Related Work 

 
A number of different solutions have been proposed to target 

the problem we are addressing.  Solutions vary in the way the 
problem is tackled.  Some of them use a similar technique of 
chained hashes.  All the solutions surveyed failed to provide a 
seamless and non-invasive way to get retrofitted into existing 
solutions with little or zero changes necessary.  Another 
important difference is the requirement that data does not leave 
the users’ premises. 

DRAGOON [1, 23-24] is an information accountability 
system that relies on continuous cryptographic hashing of 
transactions.  DRAGOON primarily relies on an external 
“Digital Notarization Service” rather than just a simple external 
transaction signer. 

Amazon Quantum Ledger Database (QLDB) [4], a 
blockchain based database, solves part of the problem addressed 
in our work. 

QLDB provides the ledger database service based on the 
premise that there is a “central” and “trusted” authority which 
in this case is Amazon.  In this case Amazon provides the 
signing and trust service as well as the hosting of the actual data.  
Which is exactly the model we are trying to avoid and solve.  
Having both the storage of the data as well as the verifiability of 
its integrity in the hands of the same party.  The difference 
though is that it requires data to be stored at Amazon premises 
meaning that Amazon needs to be depended on as a trusted host 
of the data. 

BigchainDB [12] leverages a blockchain network to provide 
decentralized and an immutable database.  However, due to its 
sophisticated setup, it does not allow seamless retrofitting into 
existing systems. 

There are other research work like [24] that focus on 
documents rather than data.  Some of which are designed to 
track documents provenance throughout their lifecycle. 

Several other research works have catered to a similar 
problem in the domains of operating systems and file systems.  
Examples are [5, 8, 10, 14-15, 20, 30, 34].  But most of them 
either depend on a local trusted administrator or use 
mechanisms that require data to be moved to outside the local 
premises. 

 
Summary of Related Work Comparison: 
 
By looking at the related work, the primary gaps that our 

solution fills are: 
 
• Trust of an Insider:  Many of the solutions provide 

measures to protect or detect data tampering on an application 
level or on a database level with all requirements present in-
house and within the control of the internal DBA team.  This 
comes with the implicit assumption that the internal top-most 
system administrators with the highest level of access to systems 
and databases are fully trusted and cannot be malicious or even 
collude to tamper with data.  Our goal is, while maintaining the 
highest level of privilege to internal database admins, we still 
provide a tamper-evident mechanism. 
• Trust of Third Party:  Some of the commercial solutions 

provided (Amazon QLDB) assume the organization trusts the 
third party with protecting its data.  Our solution eliminates the 
need for this trust. 
• No Data Transfer: Some of the solutions resort to 

providing an external verifiable copy of the data.  This adds 
some complications like a) confidentiality of data at third party 
and in transit, b) performance penalty of transferring all data.  
We eliminate the need for transferring an organization’s data 
and keep it completely in-house. 
• Database: Some of the solutions protect other objects than 

databases, for example, documents, filesystem, or even entire 
operating systems.  Our goal is transactional databases. 
• Transactional: Some of the solutions do protect data but 

cater more to a batch processing model rather than live 
transactional systems.  We cover the transactional component. 
• Database Specific: Some of the work provides solutions 

that have to be implemented in a database specific setup.  Even 
though we have this approach among one of our solutions, we 
also provide two other alternatives that are completely database 
agnostic. 
• Transparent: Some of the solutions are not transparent 

and require modifications at the application level to function.  
We provide a solution that is as seamless as possible and that 
requires zero or very little modifications on the application 
level.  Modifications required at the database level or at the 
middleware level are minor ones that are add on configurations 
rather than being invasive.  Our goal has been to design a 
solution that could be transparently retrofitted into existing 
systems with a) non-invasive approach, and b) empowers old 
and currently existing systems as well. 

 
Our goal has been to address the abovementioned gaps as 

much as possible.  The reason we have chosen the gaps 
identified above is that they are vital for any solution to be 
applicable in existing real industrial use cases rather than just 
propose a solution that stops only at the theoretical level and 
falls short of being suitable for solving real life scenarios.  
Another goal is to provide a solution that does not impractically 
require total change in an underlying infrastructure. 

 
4 Proposed Solution 

 
4.1 Solution Brief 

 
In our presented solution we build a transparent and seamless 

middleware for securing database transactions against possible 
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tampering by individuals who have full administrative access to 
the database and all its related infrastructure.  The way this is to 
be achieved is by leveraging some features of the technology 
similar to blockchain to interweave sequences of transactions in 
an unbreakable chain.  This is to be done by generating a unique 
hash for each transaction and using it in a chain of transactions.  
Any attempts to modify previously entered data will break the 
hash and therefore the sequence of transactions following such 
transaction will be invalidated. 

In order to guarantee that such a chain could not be 
regenerated following any tampering attempt, an external 
source is used for time stamped signing of hashes.  The external 
time-stamp signer is external to the entity so it is beyond the 
reach of any internal system administrator. Another alternative 
could be a physical Hardware Security Module (HSM). 

In our work, we propose three integration architectures. One 
is used for Object Relational Mapping frameworks (ORM), the 
second is for direct database integration, and the third is 
implementing microservice solutions by a totally transparent 
reverse proxy. 

 
4.2 The Hasher and The Time-Stamping Signer 

 
The direction adopted is to introduce an externalized time-

stamper/signer and/or a tamper-resistant HSM (Hardware 
Security Module).  The role of the signer is to sign a hash of 
each record/transaction that gets added to the database.  In 
addition to the record, a hash of the previous record is added.  A 
time-stamp is also added to the signed data to protect against 
future signing replay attacks. 

The solution relies on the introduction of a third-party signing 
authority.  The third-party is an external entity that is outside the 
reach of organization insiders and thus reduces and ideally 
eliminates the possibility of collusion among internal and 
external stakeholders. 

 
4.3 Externalized Signer/Stamper 

 
As illustrated in Figure 4, the signer is by design to be external 

and to serve (as a service) multiple unrelated organization.  This 
adds more security and dramatically reduces the possibility of 
collusion among system administrators of all the organizations 
serviced by the signer. 

We introduced in Figure 5, an independent signer and time-
stamper service (in red).  The signer/time-stamper is a totally 
external entity that could even be outside the organization.  The 
signer service could cater to different organizations as illustrated 
in the diagram. 

 

In addition to being an external entity, the signer is designed 
to operate in a completely stateless manner. DBKnot does not 
rely on the signer keeping any information regarding the data 
being signed or its corresponding hashes.  Such statelessness 
makes the following possible: 

 
1- Simplicity of design:  Reduces the range of possible 

attack vectors making it less vulnerable to attacks. 
2- No Storage – Confidentiality:  No storage is needed on 

the signer end which adds to security and privacy.  This provides 
zero knowledge securing of the data since it only acts as a signer 
and not as a repository or secondary storage service.  

3- No Data Transferred:  Actual data never leaves the 
premises of the user.  Alternatively, only a hash is exchanged 
for the signing process.  This reduces a) the network traffic and 
overhead due to data transfer, b) vulnerability of data in transit 
to both exposure as well as tampering, and c) having to trust the 
external signing party on all organization’s data. 

4- Workload Balancing:  Statelessness makes it possible to 
balance loads across many signer nodes as needed if their clocks 
are well synced.  This makes it easy to scale the signing service 
by adding more servers and distributing the workload among 
those servers. 

5- Multi-Site Failover:  Statelessness also allows signers to 
be rolled out at multiple different sites.  This provides added 
reliability in the case of a failure of a whole site due to a total 
internet outage or a blackout in the hosted area/country. 

6- Proximity: Statelessness allows servers to be distributed 
in a way that increase proximity to the users of the servers.  This 
reduces signing latency and duration cost of network delays.  
This approach is commonly used by Content Distribution 
Networks (CDNs). 

 
The hasher is the first step of the process.  As soon as a record 

is appended to any of the tracked tables, a hashing process is 
triggered.  The hasher takes the inserted record, creates a 
structure that represents the concatenation of all fields, hashes 
that structure, and inserts all information describing that record 
in the hash table. 

Once a record has been added, and after it has gotten 
automatically hashed, the corresponding hash record will be 
passed to the signer.  The signer will take the hash record, add 
to it the preceding record together with a time-stamp and sign 
them all with the signer public key.  The signature of the 
preceding record could be appended to the hashed string instead 
of the hash, but we see that the hash will be sufficient because it 
will not be possible to tamper with the hash without breaking 
the signature.  The resulting signature and time-stamp will be 
 

 

 
Figure 3:  Signer service 
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Figure 4:  Detailed introduction of a third-party external signing authority 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5:  Introduction of a third-party signing service 
 
 

returned to the database server and stored inside the hash table.  
The signature saved in the hash table will be used for 
verification. 
 

4.4 Integration Models 
 
Three different strategies are provided for integrating into 

existing systems. 
The first technique is to design the DBKnot as an embedded 

layer inside Object Relational Mapping (ORM) systems so 
application developers can use it seamlessly in a declarative way 
as detailed below.  The second approach is to implement it as a 
hook into existing databases.  This requires less intervention 
from the user side and only requires an action from the database 
system administrator.  The third and relatively more challenging 
approach is to be implemented in the form of a REST web 
service reverse proxy. 

 
4.4.1 ORM Level Integration.  Object Relational Mapping 

(ORM) frameworks [16-17, 36, 38] sit between developer 
applications and databases.  They provide developers with full  
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object oriented semantics to interfacing with the database. 
ORM frameworks allow system developers to use object 

oriented design to model their data without having to worry 
about how this maps to the database.  ORM frameworks in turn 
take care of the mapping between data objects on one hand, and 
tables and relations on the other hand.  

At design phase, the ORM layer is responsible for generating 
the Data Definition Language (DDL) necessary to create the 
required tables.  In SQL these are SQL INSERT statements.  
The ORM takes care of choosing the necessary dialect of the 
underlying database by utilizing individual “drivers” for 
different databases. 
ORM layers are also responsible for maintaining the 
consistency of the mapping throughout the development cycle 

by propagating any changes done to the model to be reflected 
immediately into the database structure while preserving all 
data.  This is a process that some implementations call 
“migration” after the mapping is done, and during runtime, the 
ORM layer implements all OOP Create, Retrieve, Update, and 
Delete (CRUD) operations by mapping them to their 
corresponding Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements.  
In SQL, this is done by using INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE, 
and DELETE SQL statements respectively.  As done in the 
DDL, all DML statements are generated by the ORM driver that 
corresponds to the database being used which in turn ensures 
that the necessary SQL flavor is used. 

In addition to the declarative semantics and ease of use by 
developers, embedding a tamper-detection layer inside the  
 

 
 

 
Figure 6:  Signer and time-stamper 

 
 

 
Figure 7:  Integration options 
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ORM layer also makes it completely database agnostic.   
Meaning that the same implementation will work on any 

database as long as it is supported by the used ORM layer 
without any changes. 

Figure 8 shows how the ORM layer sits between the 
developer code and the database itself and abstracts away all of 
the DBMS specific relational database operations. 

In the following section, two different techniques are outlined 
for integration into ORM systems. 

The first one is through an application level ORM interceptor, 
and the second one is through implementing a framework level 
global middleware to perform the ORM functionality. 

 
4.4.1.1 ORM Technique 1:  ORM Interceptor.  To 

retrofit DBKnot functionality into an ORM application, as the 
user code initiates any persistent database operations (insert 
operations) that are tagged as trackable, the ORM interceptor 
takes the transaction, passes it to the original ORM layer which 
takes care of the transaction as normally expected.  Afterwards, 
the ORM interceptor starts doing its own hashing and signing 
actions by hashing the record and adding it into a local hash 
table and then communicating with an external signer to sign the 
transaction and save the signed hash linked with the previous 
hash. 

Figure 10 shows how the DBKnot hook is inserted in the 
middle of the operation. DBKnot intercepts all calls to the ORM, 
performs the needed hashing and signing functionality, and 
passes execution to the original ORM framework. 

The integration layer is designed to provide a completely 
seamless user experience to developers.  In the current 
implementation, as illustrated in  

Figure 11, all a user (developer) needs to do is to have his/her 

model classes extend a class (a mixin) that provides all needed 
functionality. 

 
4.4.1.2 ORM Technique 2:  Framework-wide Global 

Middleware.  A second approach to integrating into ORM 
systems is to integrate in the form of a middleware that is 
embedded into the ORM framework itself.  The advantage of 
this approach is that it is completely transparent and will not 
even require the declarative approach of extending a “trackable” 
class in system code.  The side effect however of this approach 
is that it will give application developers less control to 
selectively track specific models (tables) while ignoring the 
tracking of other models.  This could be mitigated through the 
implementation of an external configurator that could be 
managed separately to disable universal tracking and allow 
selective tracking of data models. 

 
4.4.1.3 More Efficient ORM Tracking through Parallel 

Pipelining.  The efficiency of the previously outlined ORM 
tracking could be increased through the introduction of a level 
of parallelism.  Such parallelism in signing and stamping is not 
going to be as simple as just creating a parallel thread due to the 
fact that the feature of “chaining” introduces dependencies.  Due 
to this level of dependency, a pipelining technique is introduced 
as detailed in Chapter 4.7. 

Figure 12 shows an adapted version of the activity diagram 
after adding the parallel tracking. 

 
4.4.2 Database Level Integration 
 
DBKnot also supports database level integration.  This is done  

 
 

 
Figure 8:  Standard ORM operations 
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Figure 9:  ORM interceptor 

 
 

 
Figure 10:  Adding DBKnot ORM hook basic activity diagram 

 
 

 
class Test(DBKnotMixin): 
    name=models.CharField("Name",max_length=50) 
    def __str__(self): 
        return self.name 

 
Figure 11:  ORM simple mixing implementation 
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Figure 12:  Adding DBKnot ORM hook parallel activity diagram 

 
 
 

by embedding triggers on tracked tables.  When a record is 
inserted in a tracked table, the trigger will be fired and will 
perform all the needed tracking functionality. 

The default behavior in Figure 13 is changed by adding the 
DBKnot layer.  The DBKnot layer is called a database trigger 
that tracks desired tables.  

Figure 14 shows the asynchronous version of the DBKnot 
database level integration where the hashing and signing 
functionality is signaled by a trigger in the database level. 

 
4.4.2.1 The Signer.  The direction adopted is to introduce an 

externalized time-stamper/signer and/or a tamper-resistant 
HSM (Hardware Security Module).  The role of the signer is to 
sign a hash of each record/transaction that gets added to the 
database.  In addition to the record, a hash of the previous record 
will be added.  A time-stamp is also added to the signed data in 
order to protect against future signing replay attacks. 

 
4.4.2.2 A Chain of Hashes.  A chain of the hashed 

transactions is being maintained.  The chain includes the signed 

hashes of the data as well as the time-stamps.  Each record will 
include a hash of the previous record. 

The chain of hashes is the only item that is added to the 
existing database.  All other tables, field definitions, and records 
are untouched and remain intact. 

As illustrated in Figure 16, The hash-chain-table is made up 
of the following fields: 

 
1-  id:  A sequential ID.  This is very important for 

identifying the sequence of transactions hashed.  This is used 
during the signing and signature verification process. 

2- table_name:  The name of the table where the record 
came from.  The hashing table is a database wide table.  
Meaning that it contains hashes of all records regardless of 
which table they come from.  This keeps the hashing table as the 
only item added to the database and avoids making any changes 
of any other tables of the database to be secured. 

3- record_hash:  A hash of the record chained is placed in 
this field.  In this research, MD5 hashing has been used.  It is 
necessary that a fast hashing algorithm is used.  Hashing is  
 

 

 
Figure 13:  Normal database operation 
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Figure 14:  Database level DBKnot integration 

 

 
Figure 15:  Signer service 

 
 

applied to a structure that contains a concatenated form of all 
record fields.  SHA-256 or 512 could also replace MD5 for 
added security but with their corresponding performance 
tradeoff [9, p 2].  We believe however, that such a change may 
or may not be necessary depending on the application.  It is not 
practical (in fact almost not possible) to generate a reverse hash 
for a specific number or piece of information that needs to be 
tampered.  The only possibility here will be to generate a reverse 
hash to corrupt the data rather than put in any meaningful data.  

Again, it could be configurable and left to be decided on a case-
by-case basis. 

4- Time-stamp:  This field is filled by the data returned from 
the signer. It is the signature time-stamp. 

5- signature:  In this field, the signature itself is stored as 
returned by the signer. 

 
4.4.2.3 The Hasher.  The hasher is the first step of the 

process. As soon as a record is appended to any of the tracked 
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tables, a hashing process is triggered.  The hasher takes the 
inserted record, creates a structure that represents the 
concatenation of all fields, hashes that structure, and inserts all 
information describing that record in the hash table as described 
in Section 4.4.2.2. 

Parallelizable Hashing:  By nature, the hashing process is 
parallelizable.  This will utilize any available parallelism 
infrastructure present at the database server to optimize signing  
 

performance.  In addition, it could be done by any external 
server that has access to the same database or a live replica of 
the database to relieve the primary server from extra 
computation work. 

 
4.4.2.4 Inserting the Signer and Time-Stamper.  Once a 

record has been added, and after it has gotten automatically 
hashed, the corresponding hash record will be passed to the 
 

 

 
Figure 16:  Chain of hashes 

 
 

 
 

Figure 17:  Hasher 
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Figure 18:  Signer and time-stamper 

 
 

 
Figure 19:  Web service implementation 

 
 

signer.  The signer will take the hash record, add to it the 
preceding record together with a time-stamp and sign them all 
with the signer public key.  The signature of the preceding 
record could be appended to the hashed string instead of the 
hash, but we see that the hash will be sufficient because it will 
not be possible to tamper with the hash without breaking the 
signature.  The resulting signature and time-stamp will be 
returned to the database server and stored inside the hash table. 

The signature saved in the hash table will be used for 
verification. 

 
4.4.3 Web-Service/API Microservices Architecture.  

DBKnot functionality could be implemented inside a 
middleware.  The benefit of injecting the functionality in the 
form of a middleware is that it could allow the functionality to 
be retrofitted into existing applications while doing zero 
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changes to the existing application.  This way existing 
applications can benefit from DBKnot and secure their data 
seamlessly. 

This approach is better suited to cater to applications with 
microservice architectures. 

 
Challenge:  This will require an easy-to-use mini 

language/syntax for application developers to define their 
application web service’s semantics.  

Advantage:  Totally non-invasive, could be totally external 
to server inside a reverse proxy. 

 
In this approach, the DBKnot functionality is to be 

implemented in the form of a reverse proxy/middleware that sits 
between all incoming API requests and the system being 
tracked. 

The following are the advantages of implementing DBKnot 
in the form of a web service intermediary: 

 
- Technology agnostic: Totally decoupled from any 

underlying technology used by the software implementation. 
- Supports hybrid microservices:  In an enterprise 

application or a set of applications that is dependent on 
numerous microservices, this design will be able to support all 
of the services even if they are implemented by different 
software/applications (e.g., billing software + accounting 
software + CRM software, etc.) 

- Multi-server support:  This approach will function 
regardless of the number of back-end servers providing the 
service.  It will also work in load balancing use cases. 

- Non-relational Database:  Relying on REST web 
services for tracking database CRUD operations opens the way 
to cater to other non-relational database models directly without 
being limited to a particular ORM framework or a database 
management system.  

 
The drawback/challenge however to implementing DBKnot 

as a web service is the lack of adherence to a concrete and clear 
CRUD standard in the usage of REST web services.  
Accordingly, such implementation will need to be configurable 
to match each service that it intercepts.  So, even though the 
original software is untouched, work will need to be done at the 
reverse proxy level in order to configure DBKnot, and this will 
make it implementation specific. 

As mentioned in Section 2.2, our approach is to try and base 
record chaining on the semantics of using the REST API to do 
CRUD functionality.  This is a good entry point to the 
implementation of this technique.  The technique could be taken 
a step further into covering other REST semantics but will 
require more implementation specific configuration and will be 
less transparent. 

The following are some REST methods that are based on 
standard HTTP methods:  [21, 32]. 

As we see in Table 1, HTTP (REST) methods automatically 
lend themselves to data operations. 

Additionally, most of the HTTP (REST) response codes 
match standard database operations. [32] 

 
4.4.4 REST API Based Definition.  To be able to track a 

microservice based request, in most cases a specific 
configuration is required.  Fortunately, there are new industry 
standards [3] for performing such configurations.  Examples are 
OpenAPI [2, 19, 33] and RAML [25]. 

As we can see, a number of the details of the possible web 
service operation is specified in YAML format. 

 
4.5 Verification Steps 

 
Verification of records and thus, the detection of possible 

tampering falls into the following three categories: 
 

 
Table 1:  HTTP methods and REST 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Table 2:  HTTP (and REST) return codes 
HTTP Return Code Meaning 
200 OK Operation performed correctly 
201 Created Record added correctly 
400 Bad Request There is a problem with the request 
401 Unauthorized Authentication Required  
403 Forbidden User permission problem 
404 Not Found Item being queried does not exist 

 

Method Use 
GET Retrieve a particular record of data 
HEAD Get a summary of record data 
PUT Add a record  
POST Possibly update a data record 
DELETE Delete a data record 
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This is an example service definition using OpenAPI: 
 

tags: 

- pet 

summary: Updates a pet in the store with form data 

operationId: updatePetWithForm 

parameters: 

- name: petId 

  in: path 

  description: ID of pet that needs to be updated 

  required: true 

  schema: 

    type: string 

requestBody: 

  content: 

    'application/x-www-form-urlencoded': 

      schema: 

       type: object 

       properties: 

          name:  

            description: Updated name of the pet 

            type: string 

          status: 

            description: Updated status of the pet 

            type: string 

       required: 

         - status 

responses: 

  '200': 

    description: Pet updated. 

    content:  

      'application/json': {} 

      'application/xml': {} 

  '405': 
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    description: Method Not Allowed 

    content:  

      'application/json': {} 

      'application/xml': {} 

security: 

- petstore_auth: 

  - write:pets 

  - read:pets 

 
 

1- Malicious addition of a record:  results in a record that 
does not have a corresponding signed hash in the 
hash/signature table. 

2- Malicious deletion of existing records:  results in an 
existing hash/signature without a corresponding record. 

3- Malicious tampering with hashes or signatures:  results in 
a scenario that is a combination of the two tampering 
situations above. 

 
Figure 21 shows an example of the inconsistencies resulting 

from maliciously adding a record to the database. 
There are two cases when a verification is triggered.  The first 

one is at data read or insertion time where one record needs to 
be verified.  The verification step will trace the record back 
throughout the chain through an “n” predefined depth before 
generating the assumption that it was not tampered with within 
a particular time window (1 week, 1 month, 1 year, etc.). 

The second case is the case of patrolling threads/processes.  
These are housekeeping threads that regularly patrol the 
database to check and confirm the correctness of all records, 
hashes, signatures, and linkages.  

We believe more work could be done on both verification 
cases to optimize such a process and increase the coverage of 
tests within the same short duration of time. 
 
4.6 Performance Optimization 

 
The additional tracking/hashing/signing layer does not come 

without an expense.  There is of course a performance impact 
on insert transactions into the database. In this section we 
illustrate a number of different optimizations that could be used 
to mitigate and reduce such an impact.  Most of them will be for 
the purpose of introducing different forms of parallelism into the 
design. 

 
4.6.1 Signing Distribution.  In this design illustrated in Figure 
22:  Parallel signers - consistent hashing, a technique similar to 
database record sharding is used to distribute workload on a 
number of different shards.  Instead of chaining signed blocks 
in a purely sequential manner, they are chained in a round robin 
form.  In this case, if the system is configured to use “𝒏𝒏” shards, 

then each record “𝒊𝒊” will be chained with distributed to shard 
“𝒔𝒔 = 𝒊𝒊 % 𝒏𝒏”.  The record will be linked to the previous record 
in the same shard too.  Please note that the “I” is the sequence 
ID of the hash record rather than the ID of any of the tables.  So, 
there is no possibility of collisions with other IDs in the system. 

The advantage of this technique is that it breaks down the 
added latency and sequentiality of the process and introduces a 
degree of parallelism.  Utilizing this method, several insert 
statements together with their corresponding hashes could be 
done in parallel without having to wait for each other to finish. 

The tradeoff in this approach is that database verification is 
divided into “n” independent chunks which makes the chaining 
process less complex.  One mitigation for that is to introduce 
occasional inter-shard linkages to tightly intertwine them 
together and eliminate that independence. 
Figure 23 illustrates how consecutive transactions are linke, 
hashed, chained, and signed together and how they are split into 
groups. 

 
4.6.2 Coarse Grained Block Signing.  Instead of performing 

hashing and signing on a record-by-record level, records are 
grouped into blocks.  Each block is hashed together and then the 
group hash is signed by the signer. 

The figure below (Figure 24) shows how transaction batches 
are broken down into blocks and each block is hashed and 
signed separately.  This approach reduces the signing overhead 
and enhances performance. Instead of a hash table with an entry 
for every record, a smaller hash table is utilized with a record 
per batch.  There is a tradeoff however between the batch  
(block) size and the time required to verify a record. 
Another drawback is that records of a whole batch will remain 
untracked until the batch is completed and signed.  This will be 
problematic in cases where the database undergoes few 
transactions.  To mitigate for this problem, a variable size block 
could be implemented (illustrated in Figure 24:  Coarse grained 
signing - variable block size) where if a block remains open for 
a certain (configurable) duration of time, the system generates a 
clock event.  This clock event with its corresponding time-stamp 
will force the closing and signing of the open block regardless 
of the number of records in the block.  This approach will also 
have the added benefit of being able to work in an environment  
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Figure 20:  Detection of a maliciously deleted record 
 
 

 
 

Figure 21:  Detection of a maliciously added record 
 
 

 
 

Figure 22:  Parallel signers - consistent hashing 
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Figure 23:  Parallel signers - linking of hashes 
 
 

 
 

Figure 24:  Coarse grained signing - variable block size 
 

 
with intermittent or unreliable connectivity. 
 
4.7 Performance Optimization – Pipelining 

 
Four different techniques are being used for handling 

sequentiality/parallelism in implementing the DBKnot chaining 
process.  

The first technique is purely sequential, the second technique 
pipelines the signing process, the third technique pipelines both 
the hashing and signing processes combined, and the fourth 
technique designs everything to be pipelined. 

Each one of the techniques will be further explained in its own 
corresponding section. 

 
4.7.1 Parameters.  For each of the techniques used, there are 
three assumed scenarios that will be tested.  All the scenarios 
are variants of the following set of variables: 
 

- Transaction time:  The time taken to perform a 
transaction on the database. 

- Hashing time:  The time taken to hash a transaction. 
- Signature time:  The time taken to sign the hashes and 

produce a signature. 
 

All variables 
 

𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 
𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (𝑡𝑡1

→ 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛, 𝑡𝑡2
→ 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙 [4𝑋𝑋] 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛) 

ℎ = ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 
𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 
𝑣𝑣 = 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛 

 
Figure 25:  Testing variables 

 
The following categories of transactions were derived from 

the preceding variables: 
 
- Transaction Bound:  In these scenarios, the transaction 

time is the longest of the three numbers. 
- Hashing Bound:  In these scenarios, the hashing time is 

the longest of the three numbers. 
- Signing Bound:  In these scenarios, the signing time is the 

longest of the three numbers. 
 
All tests are done on two batches of transactions, one of them  
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is made up of transactions that require a small “t1” to run, 
another one is a long batch with transactions taking longer time 
“t2” where (𝑡𝑡2 = 4 × 𝑡𝑡1).  There are two other intermediate 
batches but we have decided to not include their results in this 
document due to the sufficient clarity of the other samples. 

 
4.7.2 Technique 1:  Inline Hashing & Signing.  The first 

technique used is to perform the transaction, followed by the 
hashing process, followed by the signing process.  They are all 
done in series as illustrated in Figure 26. 

There are three scenarios of implementing the “all-inline” 
sequential method.  Such scenarios are used in comparison of 
different techniques under varying conditions.  
The formula in Figure 27 shows that due to the linear 
dependency nature of this approach, the total time taken is a 
simple sum of the total time taken for each transaction 
(transaction time “t” + hashing time “h” plus signing time “s”) 
and that the process is a very basic sequential one without any 
performance gains from any potential parallelism. 

 
4.7.3 Technique 2:  Partial Concurrency Through 

Signature Pipelining.  This technique removes the signing 
process out of the main execution pipeline to allow running it in 
parallel when needed to gain some performance. Please note that 
the transaction and hashing in this approach remain sequential. 

 
4.7.4 Technique 3: Concurrency Through Hash and 

 Signature Pipelining.  This technique separates the hashing 
and signing from the main thread and executes them separately 
in a single thread of sequential execution. Please note that they 
are both sequential as well. The signing process has been 
increased in duration to illustrate the sequential nature of the 
process and its impact. 

 
4.7.5 Technique 4: Concurrency Through Pipelining All 

Operations.  This technique is different from all the others 
above.  In this technique we separate each of the three steps 
(transaction, hashing, and pipelining) into its own pipeline and 
let them run asynchronously while preserving sequence 
dependencies.  

In this solution everything runs in parallel.  Where a hasher is 
separate from a signer and separate from the main transaction 
thread of execution. 

 
5 Experimentation and Results 

 
Workloads were automatically generated by taking into 

consideration covering all different combinations of different 
inputs.  For example, signing time was generated to include a 

whole spectrum of signing time displaying the existence of local 
vs. remote signer and different delays in the signing process.  
The same was done for the hashing time as well as transaction  
time. 

The two comparison sets of heatmaps below show that 
pipelining does enhance performance in most cases.  The 
following is a summary of the pipelining results: 

 
All inline 

 
o Base performance. 
o Increase in record hashing or signing time results in 

equal impact on performance. 
 

• Pipeline signing 
 
o Better overall performance 
o Increase in signing time results in less performance 

degradation than increase in hashing time due to 
parallelism. 

 
• Pipeline signing & hashing 

o Slight performance improvement from the signing-
only pipelining. 

o Equal impact of increase in hashing and signing time 
on the total duration. 

 
• Pipeline all 

 
o Significantly better performance. 
o Performance is slightly better when hashing and 

signing time are similar. 
 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 
 

As a conclusion, and after going through related work in the 
same area, we believe we have added a new solution for tamper 
detection for a certain class of problems.  The solution is 
designed to be very lightweight, easy to retrofit into existing 
systems, as well as adding almost zero steps requiring handling 
data either in transit or in new storages. 

We designed a tamper-evident architecture called DBKnot 
that detects database tampering in most cases.  An external 
signer is being used to further protect the database from 
tampering even by an insider who has full authority and access 
rights over the whole system, including operating systems, 
databases, network, and firewalls.  DBKnot enables tracking of 
individual tables that are immutable such as accounting systems, 
banking systems, and system logs.  A chain of records inspired  

 

 
 

Figure 26:  Inline hashing & signing 
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All inline formula: 
 

𝑣𝑣 = �𝑡𝑡 + ℎ + 𝑡𝑡
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0

 

 
Figure 27:  Formula for "all inline" 

 
by blockchain is used to interlink records together through 
linking their hashes.  Each hash link is signed using an external 
signer or a hardware security module. 

We showed how the techniques could apply in three different 
modes of integration:  1) Embed inside a database management 
system, 2) Embed inside an Object Relational Mapping 
framework, or 3) Implement as an external reverse-proxy for 
multiple web-services and even multiple totally different 
servers. 

We have illustrated how DBKnot could be implemented in a 
web service model and how new web service definition 
languages can be used to facilitate the DBKnot web service 
configuration process for systems that adhere to the standard 
and properly define their services.  In that case, this can be done 
with much less intervention from the system admin than if 
nothing was defined at all. 

We have performed tests using generated workloads.  As 
expected, the tests showed an increased overhead for the 
hashing and signing operations.  The overhead though was 
almost constant when prorated to a transaction level, meaning 
that it would scale up with the same level of performance. 
Performance overhead could be significantly reduced by using 
different parallelization and pipelining techniques to reduce the 
synchronicity of hashing and signing. 

We have explored different parallelization by testing four 
techniques of parallelization.  The first approach was zero 
parallelization where everything is run in series, and then 
incrementally started parallelizing step by step until we reached 
an all parallel scenario.  The testing showed that parallelization 
will lead to a significant performance leap. 

The following are some areas that could be enhanced or 
features that could be added in upcoming related work: 

The current work assumes that data being tracked is 
immutable.  Further work can be done by finding different 
techniques or approaches that would enable catering to database 
systems that change through updates and deletes with 
reasonable optimality while utilizing the same technique of 
relying on external signers for security against internal 
tampering. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 28:  Partial concurrency through signature pipelining 
 
 

Formula for signature pipelining: 
 

𝑣𝑣1 = 𝑡𝑡 + �𝑡𝑡 + ℎ
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0

 𝑣𝑣2 = 𝑡𝑡 + �𝑡𝑡 + ℎ
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0

 

𝑣𝑣 = max (𝑣𝑣1, 𝑣𝑣2) 

Figure 29:  Formula for signature pipelining 
 
 

 
 

Figure 30:  Concurrency through hash and signature pipelining 
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Formula for hash and signature pipelining: 
 
 

𝑣𝑣1 = 𝑡𝑡 + �𝑡𝑡 + ℎ
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0

 𝑣𝑣2 = 𝑡𝑡 + �𝑡𝑡 + ℎ
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0

 

𝑣𝑣 = max (𝑣𝑣1, 𝑣𝑣2) 

Figure 31:  Formula for signature and hash pipelining 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 32:  Pipelining all operations 
 
 

The area of Merkel Trees could be studied further. 
Verification algorithms utilizing a Merkel Tree like approach 
could result in more efficient verification of tracked records. 

More studies need to be done to see how the system can be 
adapted to changes in database structure.  This would enable, 
not only established and mature systems in production, but also 
dynamic and changeable systems that are undergoing constant 
development. 

DBKnot is designed as much as possible to detect any 
tampering with data inside the database.  There are however two 
cases that are not covered.  The first case is where the fraudster 
has access to the application source code.  In this case the data 
is tampered in transit before reaching the database.  So the 
database has no knowledge that the application data has been 
tampered with.  The second vulnerability is the small window 
between the transaction and the hashing of the transaction.  This 
window could be controlled (shortened or extended) by 
changing the signing granularity or eliminating block signing 
altogether and enabling per transaction signing.  It is a tradeoff 
between window size and performance 
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Formula all pipelining: 
 

𝑣𝑣1 = ℎ + 𝑡𝑡 + �𝑡𝑡
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0

 𝑣𝑣2 = 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑡𝑡 + �ℎ
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0

 𝑣𝑣3 = 𝑡𝑡 + ℎ + �𝑡𝑡
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0

 

𝑣𝑣 = max (𝑣𝑣1, 𝑣𝑣2, 𝑣𝑣3) 

Figure 33:  Formula for pipelining all operations 
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Figure 34:  Pipelining all – illustration 

 
 

 
Figure 35:  Transaction performance comparison heatmap 
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Abstract

The Veteran Services Tracking and Analytics Program (VS-
TAP) is a web application used to store and query the rate
and duration of visitors within Veteran Services’ locations.
The application accepts data from Navigate as well as a
hosted demographics survey to display statistics in a graphically
meaningful way. Accumulating data from different sources
allows stakeholders to create custom reports to compare
multiple variables that represent student veterans.

Key Words: Analytics, authentication, data, database,
django, document processing, ETL (extract, transform, load),
systemd-nspawn, tracking, veteran services, visualization, web
application.

1 Introduction

The Veteran Services Tracking and Analytics Program (VS-
TAP) is a data gathering and analytics application. The goal of
this program is to collect, store, and combine data from several
sources into a single usable database. The web application
tracks the rate and duration of visitors that attend veteran centers
and events. The program also combines all the data collected
from various sources that can be queried for data visualization
purposes. Data capture and visualization are important to the
center’s existence and helps determine the success of events as
well as requests for funding.

The interface for data visualization is presented as a “reports
wizard” to help walk Veteran Services staff through graph
generation. The initial aim was to mimic the quantity of
graphs associated with Microsoft Excel while eliminating the
learning curve. Previously, Veteran Services manually tracked
attendance using a USB-connected barcode scanner. Veteran
Services staff were unable to obtain demographic information
directly from the barcode scanner. After tracking attendance
with the barcode scanner during a given time frame, staff
members would periodically send the data containing student
information to the Office of Data Analytics. The staff at
the Office of Data Analytics would match the demographics
with the student barcode information and send an Excel report

*Department of Computer Science and Engineering. 1664 North Virginia
Street / MS 171. Reno, NV 89557. Email: {jonathonhewitt, danielhall,
christopherparks, pknoch}@nevada.unr.edu, dascalus@cse.unr.edu,
dllee@unr.edu, nikkolasjirwin@nevada.unr.edu, fred.harris@cse.unr.edu

back to Veteran Services. The Excel sheet would display
demographic information for each associated student barcode
entry.

Veteran Services also collected additional demographics that
were not available from the Office of Data Analytics. Veteran
Services used a custom Google survey from an iPad device.
First-time visitors would fill out the survey on the iPad upon
entry into the facility. Staff members would periodically export
the survey data via an Excel spreadsheet. Staff members would
have a total of three spreadsheets to build reports: Attendance
in/out information, demographics provided by the Office of
Data Analytics, and the Google survey demographics. Using
the three spreadsheets, staff members would manually reconcile
and match student data to build the reports using chart wizards
provided by Microsoft.

During the development of VS-TAP, VS implemented an
upgrade to the barcode scanner system. VS implemented
a student identification (WolfCard) scanner. The upgraded
scanner is able to scan student ID cards and allow Veteran
Services staff direct access to demographic information instead
of obtaining this information from the Office of Data Analytics.
VS staff continues to use a survey to obtain supplemental
demographic information. VS-TAP includes the built-in
implementation of the survey that directly feeds survey data into
the database, instead of using a Google Forms survey. VS-TAP
aims to allow staff members to upload only two spreadsheets
that are automatically parsed and updated into the database. The
staff can then use a reports wizard to obtain the appropriate
charts and tables. The reports wizard was designed to give
staff members more control over graph axis, titles, and graph
aesthetics than was previously possible using Microsoft excel.

Concerning security, VS-TAP was designed to protect against
malicious actors. To this extent developers integrated user
authentication, protection from SQL injections to the database,
as well as CSRF (Cross-Site Request Forgery) token validation.
In addition to the security mentioned, VS-TAP is only accessible
from the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) network to limit
external network traffic.

The VS-TAP web application was designed to be
containerized using systemd-nspawn [5] which is native
to the Linux operating system. In May 2021, VS-TAP was
launched on the College of Engineering’s virtual server at the
University of Nevada, Reno.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2

ISCA Copyright© 2022
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presents the motivation and design of VS-TAP including
functional and non-functional requirements as well as the
application’s use cases. Section 4 covers the technologies used
to implement the current version of VS-TAP. The final version
of VS-TAP along with screen shots are given in Section 5. VS-
TAP conclusion as well as future works are given in Section 6.

2 Motivation and Design

Manually collecting visit data is difficult and unreliable, and
the kinds of reports you can generate from this data is limited.
By automating the check-in and check-out procedures at the
Veteran Services offices and collecting data in the process, the
amount of useful reports that can be created increases. The
main goals for this project is to provide a seamless check-in and
check-out experience and to augment the kinds of reports that
can be generated. To make sure these goals are adequately met,
a list of functional and non-functional requirements are created
alongside a list of desired use cases.

2.1 Similar Applications

Data analytics are commonly used across multiple
industries. Tablaeu, part of Salesforce’s software suite,
allows organizations to analyze and visualize data from
multiple sources that is fed into a single platform [10]. For
example, users of Tableau can use data from sales, marketing,
and business expenses to generate detailed, visual reports [10].
VS-TAP provides a similar concept - using a central location
for importing and visualizing data. The difference between
VS-TAP and Tableau is that VS-TAP is more specialized for
attendance tracking that is build to incorporate the specific
third-party technology that is already used at Veteran Services.

Attendance tracking is commonly used among businesses
for hourly employees. Kronos is a timekeeping software that
is used to track employee attendance, employee time off and
vacation, help businesses with remaining compliant with labor
regulations, and provide detailed visualizations [4]. Kronos
software allows businesses to obtain detailed demographic
information based on employee attendance, such as employee
count by state, comparing shift hours worked against shift hours
scheduled, and employee headcount by business location [3].
Kronos is the most similar software to VS-TAP in that it is
primarily used for tracking attendance. Kronos tracks existing
employees that are in regular attendance. While VS-TAP has
visitors in regular attendance, VS-TAP is meant to handle new
visitors on a daily-basis with the integrated survey. Additionally,
VS-TAP is meant to provide a lower learning curve for its
targeted users.

Microsoft Excel is another tool used for tracking attendance
and generating reports. Excel allows users to manually enter
data into tabular format, known as a ”spreadsheet” [6]. Prior
to the development of VS-TAP, Microsoft Excel was used by
staff members. Excel requires its users to manually filter
out unnecessary or repetitive data that is not used in the

visual reports. Excel also allows its users to build charts by
selecting the relevant data entries and choosing from multiple
options in a wizard. Additionally, if multiple spreadsheets
are used in a single chart, it requires its users to combine the
spreadsheets. Filtering out data and combining the spreadsheets
can take up to several hours. Although VS-TAP still involves
Excel spreadsheets, it automates the data selection for report
generation based on user criteria. Furthermore, VS-TAP
automates the process of filtering and combining spreadsheets.

2.2 Functional Requirements

Functional requirements, per Ian Sommerville [9], are
used to describe the necessary functionality of a system.
These requirements are directly seen in the final project. The
following is a list of functional requirements for the VS-TAP
system.

The System shall:
1. Parse scanner data from Navigate.
2. Store visit and demographic data in a database.
3. Allow users to query the database for data reports and

display on the reports page.
4. Allow users to specify events for visit data.
5. Allow users to create an account.
6. Allow users to log in to their accounts.
7. Implement a navigation page that links each page on the

site.
8. Allow users to export reports as images for reports.
9. Allow users to export report tables as CSV files.

10. Allow users to search individual students.
11. Allow users to remove individual students from the visit

data.
12. Display different home pages for authorized and

unauthorized visitors.
13. Provide a wizard as a user interface for creating new

reports.
14. Allow users to specify a range of dates for reporting.
15. Allow users to change their password.
16. Allow users to upload a profile picture associated with their

account.
17. Allow users to change their account first and last name.
18. Allow users to change their email address.
19. Support manual upload of visits when scanners are

unavailable.
20. Allow users to quickly query for individual statistics e.g.

average visit duration.
21. Allow users to save templates for data visualizations and

load them with new data points.
22. Provide an administrative page for managing all user

accounts.
23. Allow administrators to change names, email addresses,

passwords, and profile pictures of other users within the
system.
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24. Allow users to change the name of each saved report type.
25. Provide a dynamic wizard page for adding stacked graphs.
26. Allow users to download reports as PDF files.
27. In addition to the wizard, provide an interactive dashboard

for quickly creating new reports.
28. Automatically import visit data from Navigate on a live

basis.
29. Provide a portal for quickly sharing visit data to other

users.

2.3 Non-Functional Requirements

Non-functional requirements, per Ian Sommerville [9], are
used to describe the quality constraints that a system must
satisfy. The following is a list of non-functional requirements
for the VS-TAP system.

1. The site will be hosted and run on the UNR network.
2. Allow for multiple concurrent users to upload data and

create visualizations
3. The site should return queries for data, and data

visualizations quickly
4. The site should be easy to navigate for people with little to

no technical knowledge
5. The data reporting options should be shown in a

straightforward and usable manner
6. The site should have minimal downtime
7. The site should be robust to bad data uploads
8. The site should be non portable and only accessible from

the campus network
9. Users should be able to obtain all visual reports that are

needed for funding of VS
10. All information protected by FERPA must be secure from

unauthorized access
11. The software should be designed in a way that does not

need frequent updates
12. The code should be easily maintainable in case future

updates to the software are necessary
13. The software should function offline during downtime

2.4 Detailed Use Cases

This subsection presents the detailed use cases. Figure 1 gives
the use case diagram.

• AccountLogin: When the user first enters the website, the
user will be prompted for a user name and password. If the
credentials are correct, the user will be taken to the home
page.

• ChangePassword: If the user wants to change their
password, they can select Change Password. The user
will be prompted for their current password, the new
password, and a second entry for their new password. The
current password must be correct and the two entries for
the two passwords must match. If all forms are correct,

the user will receive a message that their password was
successfully changed. If the current password is incorrect
or the two fields for the new password do not match, an
error message will display.

• SelectReportPage: When the user selects
Visualizations from the navigation bar or enters
the “Visualizations” view from the address bar, the user
will be taken to the visualizations page.

• SelectImportPage: When the user selects Upload Files

from the navigation bar or enters the “Import” view from
the address bar, the user will be taken to the upload page.

• SelectHomePage: When the user selects Home from the
navigation bar or enters the “Home” view from the address
bar, the user will be taken to the home page.

• ImportFile: On the Import page, the system will prompt
the user for a file. The user will select the file from their
computer. If the file is successfully uploaded to the server,
the system will indicate to the user that it was successful;
otherwise an error message will display. After a successful
upload, the parser will begin parsing the file.

• GetIndividualStatistic: On the Reports page, one of the
options that the system provides to the user is the ability
to select an individual statistic (e.g. average G.P.A, total
number of visitors on 10/31/2020). The user will select
from the available individual statistics, then click Get

Individual Statistic to obtain the statistical report.
• DownloadFile: On the Reports page, the user will have

the option to download any data visualization that they
select to their computer. For example, if they select a bar
graph, they can download the graph as an image.

• PlotData: On the Reports page, the user will select
from a list of options for a specific type of graph. After
selecting the options, the user will click a button that will
submit a user request to the system to plot the data. The
visualizations module should return the plotted data to the
user in the form of a graph.

• CompleteSurvey: Upon the first visit of the VS office, the
student is taken to the Survey page to complete a list of
fields.

• SubmitSurvey: Upon completing the survey, the student
clicks Submit. If all fields are correctly filled out, the
survey data is inserted into the database; otherwise, an error
message appears.

• GetReport: After filling out the reports wizard, users can
get a detailed report about attendance for a given data
range, including both visual and tabular data.

• SelectPreset: After selecting a specific saved report from
the list of saved reports, a user is given the details of that
report with options, such as creating a new report from the
saved report preset and deleting the preset altogether.

• SavePreset: After obtaining a report from the Reports
Wizard, the user is given the option to save the preset. If the
user saves the preset, the preset is saved into the database
where the use can access it via the Presets page.
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Figure 1: Use case diagram
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• DeletePreset: The report preset is deleted from the
database after the user selects Delete Preset and the
preset no longer appears in the list of saved presets.

• GetBarGraph: In the reports wizard, the user obtains
visit, demographic, and/or survey data in bar graph format.

• GetLineGraph: In the reports wizard, the user obtains
visit, demographic, and/or survey data in line graph format.

• GetPieChart: In the reports wizard, the user obtains visit,
demographic, and/or survey data in pie chart format.

• GetHistogram: In the reports wizard, the user obtains
visit, demographic, and/or survey data in histogram format.

• RunServer: Upon execution of manage.py, the web
server loads the software and makes it available to its users.

• StoreFiles: The web server will maintain storage of all
files, including database files and user profile pictures.

• LoadTemplates: In conjunction with Django, the web
server is responsible for loading all template (HTML) files
that will display web page content to the end user.

• AuthenticateLogin: The web server should authenticate
the user’s credentials when they try to log into the systems.
If the password or username are not correct, the server shall
deny user access to the system.

3 Acceptance Criteria and Testing Strategy

3.1 User Stories

User stories are used to verify that the application meets
the usability requirements for the end user. The development
team worked closely with the employees at the Veteran Services
center to come up with a list of user stories that can be broken
up into discrete tasks which can be independently tested and
implemented. Below is a list of user stories for the VS-TAP
application.

• As a user with an existing account I want to be able to log
in so that I can create and view reports.

– When users input valid credentials, they are logged in
to the appropriate account.

– After logging in the user is given access to create
reports.

– User profile settings are stored to their account.
– Users should be able to input their credentials into

text forms.

• As a user without an account I want to be able to create an
account so that I can login in the future.

– Users without accounts can create an account by
visiting the create account page.

– User login credentials are stored in the database,
allowing users to login after creating.

– Users can enter credentials into text forms to create
account.

• As a user I want to be able to upload .csv files with visit
data so that I can use that data in future reports.

– Users can visit an upload page and upload a
document.

– If the document is a .csv file with navigate data, it is
parsed into a list of visits.

– Parsed data is inserted into the database so that it can
be queried later.

• As a user I want to be able to manually input visit data for
visitors without Wolf Cards.

– Users can visit a manual entry form page.
– Users can input and submit visit data in a series of

text fields.
– When submitted, the manually entered data is

inserted into the database so that it can be queried
later.

• As a user I want to be able to create dynamic visualizations
to reflect visitor trends.

– Users can visit the custom reports page.
– Users are walked through a creation wizard process

for data visualization.
– Users are given the option to save customization

fields for reuse.
– After finalization, a table and graph matching user

specifications is generated.
– Users may download visualized report.

• As an administrative user I want to be able to create
accounts for other users.

– Admins can visit a user creation page.
– Admins can input account credentials to create an

account for other users.
– The new user credentials are stored into the database.
– After new account creation, the new user can log in

and view the site.

• As an administrative user I want to be able to delete other
user accounts.

– Admins can visit an account list page.
– From the account list page, users can select individual

user accounts.
– From an individual user account profile, admins can

select to delete an account.
– If an account is deleted, it’s entry in the database is

removed.
– After account deletion, that user can no longer log in

and view the site.

• As an administrative user I want to be able to edit other
user’s login credentials and personal information.

– Admins can visit an account list page.
– From the account list page, users can select individual

user accounts.
– From an individual user account profile, admins can

select to edit an account.
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– If an account is selected to be edited, a set of text
forms are presented.

– If an admin alters the data in the text field from the
user’s current settings the new information replaces
the old field in the database.

– If a user’s login credentials are changed, that user can
no longer log in with their old credentials.

• As a user I want to be able to create a bar graph
demonstrating the number of visits for each day in a month.

– When visiting the visualization page, users can select
bar graph as an option to generate.

– After selecting bar graph, users can select usage by
date as an option to graph.

– Users can manually set the colors and scaling for the
bar graph.

– Users can manually chose a range of dates to pull data
from.

– After users select all of the relevant options, they can
chose to view the report.

– Data should be pulled from the data base to generate
the report.

– After selecting to view the report, users are shown a
bar graph demonstrating the number of visits for each
day in their date range.

• As a user I want to be able to export reports as images and
.csv files to include in other files.

– When generating a report, users should have the
option to include a data table in the report.

– When viewing a report, users should have the option
to export each figure as a .png they can download.

– When viewing a report, if a data table was included,
users should have the option to export the table as a
.png they can download.

– When viewing a report, if a data table was included,
users should have the option to export the table as a
.csv file they can download.

• As a user I want to be able to select a page from a
navigation bar so that I can easily change between different
pages on the website.

– A navigation bar with a list of available pages should
be visible to users at all times.

– When clicking on a page from the navigation bar
users should be taken to the selected page.

– When a user clicks on a different page while filling in
forms in another page those forms are discarded.

• As a user I want to be able to select log out from the
navigation bar so that I can log out and exit the site.

– Log out should be an option on the navigation bar.
– When log out is selected the user is taken to the login

splash page.
– If a user is logged out, they have to re-enter their

credentials to enter the site.

3.2 Testing Strategy

The benefit of working closely with the project’s end users is
the efficacy of acceptance and user tests. The VS-TAP team is
able to host a project built for the stakeholders so that they can
use it and report any bugs or underdeveloped features. These
testing strategies are the main strategies employed to test user
experience, while automated testing is used to verify that each
page of the web-app is accessible. Table 1 outlines some of the
testing done.

The Test Type column indicates what category of test that test
falls under. The two main categories are automated tests, which
are tests that are run programmatically and user and acceptance
tests, which involve the end users using the product to make
sure it meets specifications. The Target File or Screen column
indicates what part of the project is being tested by the test. The
Test Data or Situation indicates what environment the project is
being tested under. Lastly, the Outcome and Actions Required
column indicates what was found and needed to be improved as
a result of the testing.

4 Technologies Used

VS-TAP uses Django as the main architecture. As VS-TAP
is a web application, the frontend features Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML), Cascading Stylesheets (CSS) to provide
visual enchancements to the object displayed via HTML, and
JavaScript to provide any interactivity to the users. The backend
logic is handled via Python scripts. SQLite3 is the database
containing all of the visit and demographic data. Additionally,
the team used the Bootstrap HTML library for faster frontend
development time and JQuery for handling user events in
JavaScript.

Django: Django [2] uses a concept known as Model-View-
Template (MVT), which is based off of the Model-View-
Controller architectural pattern. Django models feature objects
that interact with the integrated database, such as SQLite3. A
model object contains all of the database fields associated with
the object. Each instance of the object corresponds to an entry in
the database. The View contains all of the functions that render
the HTML templates and the associated logic performed prior
to the rendering. The Template is the HTML templates that
are displayed, including any accompanying JavaScript or CSS
styling.

HTML/CSS/JavaScript: A majority of the frontend starts
with a base HTML page that contains the common styling
and layout used for all of the web pages. Specific web pages
(e.g. Reports page) extend from the base HTML page. Django
provide dynamic elements in the HTML pages through the use
of context variables. A context variable is a variable whose
value is calculated by the backend via Python functions. The
output varies based on conditions such as the database contents
and user input. CSS provides styling to individual HTML
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Table 1: Acceptance Test Plan
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elements, classes of HTML elements, or entire pages. CSS style
options include (but are not limited to) centering, changing the
color, font size, and font color. JavaScript provides interactivity
to the page based on user actions, such as clicking on a button
and typing in a text entry.

Dash: Dash is a library used for creating detailed and
informative interfaces that provide visual reports through
Plotly [7]. VS-TAP uses Dash because each visit report
needs visual representation, such as a Bar Graph or a Pie
Chart. Django contains an extension known as Django-Plotly-
Dash. Django-Plotly-Dash provides tools for integrating Dash
components within the Python scripts and HTML code. The
backend of the reports page is written using Plotly functions and
variables in Python while the graph itself is rendered by Dash.

SQLite3: SQLite3 is used for the database. The database
logic for the user accounts and the report presets is automatically
carried out by Django models. The logic for the student
demographics and visits are direclty handled by SQLite3
commands embedded in the Python view functions within the
parser and the reports modules.

5 Results

Aside from security, such as user authentication, there are
three main sections of the VS-TAP web application that Veteran
Services’ staff and visitors interact with: the student survey, the
document upload section, and the data visualization page.

Student Survey: The student survey is a multiple choice
questionnaire which is accessible by students using a QR code

Figure 2: The UNR Veteran Services Survey requires each
visitor’s NSHE ID to relate their survey demographics
to their visit data

located within each veteran center. Data collected from the
student survey helps Veteran Services determine relationships
between various demographic data, student’s involvement in the
center, and student’s academic performance. Figure 2 and 3
show the beginning and end of an 18 question survey that helps
the VS-TAP web application create more dynamic reports to
better serve student veterans.

Figure 3: When each survey is submitted the student’s
responses are stored along their visits data for future
querying

Document Upload: The document upload section allows
users to upload documentation from different sources. Once a
document is submitted to the application, the web application
extracts, transforms, and loads (ETL) the data into the back-
end of the application. The document upload section allows
the users to upload data from the university’s Navigate system,
GPA data, and manual entry data in the event that the Navigate
system is down. Figure 4 show the document upload section

Figure 4: In the event that the university student tracking system
is offline, staff at Veteran Services may still upload
visits data manually
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where users may upload two different comma separated value
(csv) documents or enter manual student’s visit data.

Data Visualization: The data visualization section walks
the user through a “reports” wizard to create a graphical
representation of specific visitor’s data. Reports creation allows
the user to generate various different graph types while querying
28 different student visitor parameters. Figure 5 and 6 show the
results from one such query where the reports wizard creates a
table and graph for the classification of students who visited the
center between the dates of 04/05/2021-08/31/2021.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The staff of Veteran Services (VS) can now use spreadsheets
obtained from Navigate to upload them to VS-TAP. By
uploading the spreadsheet data, the data is saved to a database
and the data storage process is automated. Staff members of
VS can specify the type of report, date range, and aesthetics to
retrieve a report that is automatically generated. Previously, VS
staff needed to manually inspect multiple spreadsheet pages to
create a custom report for VS funding. VS-TAP has the potential
to be used for other buildings at both the UNR campus and
other universities. Other universities provide an equivalent to
the Veteran Services building and may use a similar funding
structure; therefore, it would be beneficial for other universities

to use this software to track attendance.

Although there exists commercial software that tracks
attendance, such as ADP [1], the commercial software is
primarily concerned with tracking employee attendance for
payroll purposes. VS-TAP customizes the attendance tracking
to provide data visualizations and reports to obtain funding. In
the future, VS-TAP’s functionality can also be expanded to a
more interactive dashboard of data visualizations. Currently,
reports are generated by selecting from a list of customization
options through a wizard format. If users can dynamically view
how their customization choices can change the output of their
reports, they can find their ideal customization settings at a
faster rate. The interactive dashboard can be achieved through
libraries such as Dash Enterprise [8].

VS-TAP requires users to upload visit data from a third party
source. The third party source is Navigate. In the future, it
would be beneficial if visit data reflected in real-time. Real-
time visit data can be obtained through an auxiliary application
within VS-TAP that uses hardware to scan the WolfCard, then
uploads the visit to the VS-TAP database through a cloud
infrastructure. By allowing real-time visit uploads, VS staff
would be solely focused on obtaining the desired report needed
for funding.

Figure 5: Pie chart representing the amount of students who visit the center and their associated classification year

Figure 6: Table representing the amount of students who visit the center and their associated classification year
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Abstract

Approximate query processing (or AQP) aims to quickly
provide approximated answers for time-consuming search
queries on large datasets. It brings enormous benefits in
data science when the query execution efficiency weighs more
than the accuracy. However, assessing the accuracy of an
approximated answer from AQP still lacks study. Existing work
usually relies on strict dataset assumptions that are often not
satisfied in real-world datasets. In this work, we employ a
non-parametric statistical method, called bootstrap sampling,
to assess errors of an AQP system for selection queries (or
σ -AQP). We implement a prototype AQP system integrated
with a bootstrap sampling engine that can estimate the standard
deviation and produce confidence intervals for selection query
estimations. Extensive experiments operating the prototype
system demonstrated that the confidence intervals generated can
cover the ground truth query results with high accuracy and
low computing costs. In addition, we introduce optimization
strategies for bootstrap sampling which can improve the overall
computing efficiency of the prototype AQP system.

Key Words: Approximate query processing, error
estimation, non-parametric method, bootstrap sampling

1 Introduction

Efficient query processing of complex queries on big data
posts a demanding challenge for modern data management
systems. Much work has been developed towards promptly
executing data queries on both hardware and software platforms
[9, 21, 22]. However, calculating the exact answer for each data
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query is expensive and may not be necessary for all scenarios.
For example, during the exploratory data analysis (or EDA), a
user often only needs approximated answers for a collection of
testing queries where the execution speed weighs more than the
accuracy.

Approximate query processing (or AQP) is an alternative
scheme to provide estimated query answers with satisfying
accuracy and within a short time [2, 18, 19]. AQP doesn’t need
to run the query on the original dataset but can collect statistics
to generate query estimations. A common application of AQP is
to estimate selection (or σ ) queries, called σ -AQP. For selection
queries, simple random samples are usually employed for fast
and accurate query estimations [1, 24].

An open question for the AQP research is how to efficiently
assess the error of query estimation. The challenge is that, for
different selection conditions, the underlying distributions of the
result sets are different and difficult to predict. This creates an
obstacle to efficiently assessing the estimation errors for AQP
systems.

Bootstrap sampling [23] is a statistical technique that can
assess the errors of sample-based estimators. One advantage
of bootstrap sampling is that it doesn’t rely on any knowledge
of the data distribution to provide error estimation, but can
“pull itself up by its bootstrap”. It conducts a special sampling
method, called resampling, which generates many replicated
random samples with replacement, called bootstrap samples,
from the original random samples used by AQP. Using the
bootstrap samples, common error assessments, such as the
standard deviation, of a query estimator can be calculated. An
advantage of bootstrap sampling is it doesn’t require restricted
assumptions of data such as normal distribution used by large
number theory. Statistical methods like these are commonly
named as non-parametric methods [12].

In this work, we will focus on using bootstrap sampling
to assess the estimation error of a σ -AQP system. The
contributions of this work are as follows:

1. We propose a framework equipped with the bootstrap
sampling method to assess the errors of an AQP system

ISCA Copyright© 2022
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for selection queries (or σ -AQP). A prototype system is
implemented to simulate a real-world database system that
can execute common selection queries. This system is
integrated with a bootstrap sampling engine used for non-
parametric error assessment.

2. We test the performance of the prototype system on
multiple datasets with various combinations of hyper-
parameters to simulate real-world scenarios. The
experimental results show satisfying accuracy of error
assessment.

3. With the findings of the computing bottlenecks of the
bootstrap sampling procedure, we propose optimization
schemes to improve the overall system performance.

Compared with the conference version work [4], additional
contributions are made including:

1. We extended the sections of background and bootstrap
sampling framework. We added the related work of AQP
and bootstrap sampling.

2. We performed extended experiments of error assessment.
Various datasets with skewness were employed in the
accuracy tests of bootstrap confidence intervals.

3. Additional analysis of the error assessment experiments
is included. The means and standard deviations of the
confidence interval hit ratios and the bootstrap standard
deviations are presented.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background of σ -AQP and bootstrap sampling.
Section 3 describes how to use bootstrap sampling to assess
estimation errors from a sample-based σ -AQP scheme. The
implementation of the prototype system incorporating σ -AQP
and a bootstrap sampling engine is described in Section 4.
Experimental results are presented in Section 5. The related
work is included in Section 6. The conclusion and future work
are included in Section 7.

2 Background

2.1 σ -AQP

Approximate query processing (or AQP) is the technology
to provide approximated answers to complex queries using
statistical methods. It aims to provide accurate query
estimations within a short time frame. σ -AQP is the AQP
focusing on estimating selection (SELECT or σ ) queries. Given
a selection query Q on a table R, to get the ground truth query
answer YGT , the traditional scheme of query answering is to
execute query Q on R which may take a long time when R has a
large volume and the query result size is big. Instead of running
query Q directly on the original dataset R, σ -AQP takes a simple
random sample without replacement (SRSOR) from R, denoted
by S, and runs the query Q on S to get a sample result Ys. In this
case, the ground truth, YGT can then be estimated by

YGT =
Ys

f
(1)

where f = |S|/|R| is the sampling ratio.

Figure 1 demonstrates an example of simple random
sampling without replacement. If the original table includes
100 records, using a 20% sampling ratio, 20 records will
be randomly selected without replacement and saved into a
sample table. After that, σ -AQP will use the sample table to
produce estimations for selection queries with a sampling ratio
parameter set to 20%. In practice, the sampling ratio is usually
tiny. For example, a sampling ratio of less than 1% is usually
employed. For highly skewed data, a larger sampling ratio can
be used to increase the accuracy of query estimation.

2.2 Bootstrap Sampling

Bootstrap sampling was originally introduced by Bradley
Efron in 1979 [10]. It is a computer-assisted method designed to
measure the quality of various statistical estimators. Bootstrap
sampling generates a collection of new distributions from the
original distribution and can derive their variance which can
be used to quantify the accuracy of statistical estimators based
on the observed data. It works well when the target data is
drawn from unknown distributions, which is superior to deriving
closed-form methods based on limited data assumptions.

A unique statistical feature in bootstrap sampling is
resampling. This procedure generates new distributions, called
bootstrap samples, from a given sampled dataset using simple
random sampling with replacement (SRSWR). Each resampled
new distribution can produce a scalar called a bootstrap
replication. Bootstrap sampling generates a large number of
bootstrap replications and can use them to estimate the statistical
features, such as standard deviation, of the originally given
dataset even when the original distribution is unknown.

Figure 2 depicts a simple example of how bootstrap sampling
is performed. When given a sample data y = (y1,y2, ...,yn)
from an unknown distribution F , a bootstrap sample y∗ =
(y∗1,y

∗
2, ...,y

∗
n) is a resampled collection obtained by randomly

sample n times with replacement from the original sample
y1, y2, ..., yn. For instance, if n = 5, we might obtain
different bootstrap samples, such as y∗1 = (y5,y3,y1,y2,y1), y∗2 =
(y2,y5,y4,y1,y2), y∗3 = (y3,y3,y2,y3,y4), etc. These resamples
are shown in Figure 2a. Figure 2b depicts a bootstrap sample
example.

A useful application of bootstrap sampling is to estimate the
standard deviation of a statistical estimator from an unknown
distribution. Suppose we wish to estimate an unknown
population parameter, θ = t(F), based on the sampled data y,
i.e., θ̂ = s(y). We first generate a number of B independent
bootstrap samples. Given each bootstrap sample y∗, a bootstrap
replication of θ̂ is computed as θ̂ ∗ = s(y∗). For example,
if θ̂ is the sample mean y, a bootstrap replication θ̂ ∗ is the
mean of a bootstrap sample y∗. The standard error of θ̂ ∗, i.e.
ŝeB(θ̂

∗), called the bootstrap estimation of standard error, can
be calculated from the B bootstrap replications as follows.
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Original Data

Sample Data with 20 percent
sampling ratio 

Simple Random
Sampling Without

Replacement

Figure 1: Example: simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) using 20% sampling ratio
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Figure 2: Example: bootstrap sampling

ŝeB(θ̂
∗) =

[
1

B−1

B

∑
i=1

(
θ̂
∗
i − θ̄

∗)2
] 1

2

(2)

where θ̄ ∗ = ∑
B
i=1 θ̂ ∗

i /B.
When B → ∞, we have ŝeB(θ̂

∗) → seF̂(θ̂
∗), where seF̂(θ̂

∗)
is called the ideal bootstrap estimation of the ground truth
standard error of θ̂ , i.e. seF(θ̂). Both seF̂(θ̂

∗) and its
approximation ŝeB(θ̂

∗) are called non-parametric bootstrap

estimates since they are generated from the distributions,
F̂ , which are non-parametric estimates of the ground truth
population F .

3 Bootstrap for Selection Query Error Estimation

3.1 Selection Query Estimation

We consider the following query formulation in this research:

Q: SELECT Aggregation(attribute collection)

FROM table_name WHERE conditions

After a query Q is executed on the sample table S, each
sample tuple ui ∈ S will produce a tuple query result yi based
on the aggregation function. For example, if the aggregation
function is COUNT, then yi is either 1 if ui satisfies the selection
condition or 0 otherwise. The query result Ys on the sample table
S is calculated as Ys = ∑

n
i=1 yi, where n = |S| is the sample size.

Suppose the size of the original table R is N, and the sample
fraction f = n

N , then the estimation of the query result ground
truth is

Ŷ =
Ys

f
(3)

This estimation works well if the original table R has low
skewness and the sample S is uniformly collected from R.
Otherwise, the accuracy may be low when data is highly skewed
or the sample S is not uniformly distributed (or even includes
correlation).

3.2 Bootstrap Sampling from Query Results

After the sample query results SQ = {yi}n
i=1 are obtained by

executing Q on the sample relation S, bootstrap samples {y∗j}B
j=1

can be generated for error estimation, where B is the total times
of bootstrap sampling. Each y∗j = {y∗j,i}n

i=1 a bootstrap sampling
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of SQ, where each query result y∗j,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is randomly
sampled with replacement from SQ.

To obtain the bootstrap replication, we use the same estimator
in Eq (2) on each y∗j , j = 1, ...,B as

Ŷ ∗
j =

Yy∗j
f

(4)

For example, if the aggregation is COUNT, then the estimator is

Ŷ ∗
j =

1
f

n

∑
i=1

y∗j,i (5)

After repeating the bootstrap sampling for B times, a
collection of bootstrap replications is obtained, denoted by Ŷ ∗

B =

{Ŷ ∗
j }B

j=1. The bootstrap standard deviation is calculated as

ŝeB =

∑
B
j=1(Ŷ

∗
j − Ŷ ∗

B )
2

B−1

 1
2

(6)

where Ŷ ∗
B is the sample mean of all bootstrap replications Ŷ ∗

B .
By the theory of bootstrap sampling, we claim that Eq (6) is the
bootstrap estimation of the standard error of Ŷ which estimates
the query result YGT of query Q.

3.3 Computing the Confidence Interval

There are different methods in bootstrap sampling to generate
a confidence interval (or CI), such as the normal-theory CI,
bootstrap percentile CI, and basic bootstrap CI. There are also
improved CI methods to increase the accuracy such as the Bias-
Corrected and Accelerated interval (BCa) and Approximate
Bootstrap Confidence interval (ABC) [10]. In this work, we
implemented the normal-theory CI method, which is calculated
as (

Ŷ − zα/2 · ŝeB,Ŷ + zα/2 · ŝeB

)
(7)

where Ŷ is the query estimation from AQP, 1 − α ∈ [0,1] is
the confidence level, and zα/2 is the upper-α/2 standard normal
critical point. For example, for a 90% confidence level (i.e., α =
.10), z.05 = 1.645, and for a 95% confidence level, z.025=1.960.

4 Implementation

We propose a prototype AQP system with the ability to
generate error estimations using bootstrap sampling. The
prototype system consists of the following parts: a simple query
processor, a query execution engine for selection, a σ -AQP
engine using simple random sampling, and a bootstrap engine
for error estimation. The architecture of the query processor is
depicted in Figure 3.

The implemented query processor reads queries from a plain
text file and executes them accordingly. The query execution
engine reads each tuple from the table data file and produces a
tuple query result by checking whether it satisfies the selection

Sampler
Random
Samples

(SRSWOR)

Bootstrap
SamplerOriginal

Data Set

Query
Processor

CI

Query

Bootstrap
Samples

Figure 3: Prototype σ -AQP framework with a bootstrap
sampling engine

condition. Summarizing all tuple query results will produce the
final query result.

The σ -AQP engine of this system has two functions:
generates a sample table S from the base table R using simple
random sampling without replacement (simple random sampler)
and provide query estimations using the sample table (sample
estimator). When sampling starts, a series of random row
numbers will be generated in an array and the sampler will
access the base table file and retrieve only the tuples in the
random number array. Depending on the volume of sample
tuples, if the sample tuples cannot fit into the memory, the
sampler will output the sampled tuples into the sample table file
in batches. Otherwise, the sampled tuples will be read in one
batch and saved into the sample table.

After the sample tuples are drawn, the sample estimator of the
σ -AQP engine can produce a query estimation by first executing
the original query Q on the sample table S and getting a sample
result set Ys. The query execution engine will be called to run
the query on the sample table S and the sample query results SQ

will be generated. The estimation of the query result, Ŷest , will
be calculated using Eq (3). The bootstrap engine will perform
bootstrap sampling on the sample query results SQ, calculate
the bootstrap standard deviation ŝeB, and produce the bootstrap
confidence interval (CI) using Eq (7).

5 Experiment

We present the experimental results in this section. First, we
test the error assessment accuracy of the implemented prototype
AQP system. Second, we investigate the performance of the
bootstrap sampling procedure during the accuracy tests. Finally,
we present the performance results using optimized bootstrap
sampling methods.

5.1 Experiment Setup

The experiment server is equipped with an Intel Xeon
E5-1620 v4 CPU and 8GB of RAM and runs CentOS 7
Linux. The experiment code is written in C and Python
languages. The major prototype components such as query
parsing, query processing, AQP, and bootstrap sampling module
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Table 1: Test queries for accuracy experiments

No. Query

1 select count(*) from lineitem where L QUANTITY <20 and L QUANTITY >0
2 select count(*) from lineitem where L LINENUMBER <3 and L LINENUMBER >0
3 select count(*) from lineitem where L LINENUMBER <5 and L LINENUMBER >2
4 select count(*) from lineitem where L DISCOUNT <.07 and L DISCOUNT >.02
5 select count(*) from lineitem where L EXTENDEDPRICE <100000.00 and L EXTENDEDPRICE >20000.00
6 select count(*) from lineitem where L DISCOUNT <.04 and L DISCOUNT >0.0
7 select count(*) from lineitem where L QUANTITY <20 and L QUANTITY >10
8 select count(*) from lineitem where L DISCOUNT <.05 and L DISCOUNT >.02
9 select count(*) from lineitem where L EXTENDEDPRICE <15000.00 and L EXTENDEDPRICE >0.0
10 select count(*) from lineitem where L LINENUMBER <2 and L LINENUMBER >0

are implemented in C. The driver programs for experiments are
written in Python. The source code of the prototype system and
experiments are available on GitHub1.

The tests datasets are generated using the TPC-H benchmark
with skew2 [8] which is widely used for data querying tests.
We focused on testing SELECT (or σ ) queries for σ -AQP error
assessment and we chose the largest table, namely LINEITEM,
in a TPC-H database. We generated multiple TPC-H datasets
(only including the LINEITEM table) in volumes of 100MB,
1GB, and 10GB and with skewness of 0 (no skew) and 1 (highly
skewed), respectively. We randomly generated 10 test queries
with different selection ranges listed in Table 1. Among them,
five queries are large-range selection queries and five queries are
small-range selection queries.

5.2 Bootstrap Accuracy Tests

We estimate each test query using the implemented AQP
system which produces a 95% level bootstrap CI as a range
estimation. The implemented query processor computes the
ground truth of the query, i.e. YGT , on the original dataset. If
the YGT is contained in the CI, it’s considered a “hit”; otherwise,
it’s a “miss”. For each test query, we repeatedly generate the
bootstrap CI for 10 times and calculate the averaged hit ratio as
follows.

hit ratio =
count(CI includes YGT )

count(overall experiments)
×100% (8)

Figure 4 depicts the results of accuracy tests using bootstrap
sampling. Each small figure depicts the result on one test
dataset using different sampling ratios ( f ) including 0.1%,
0.5%, and 1%. To study how the bootstrap iterations (B) affect
the hit ratios, we use compare tests with B=200 and B=2000
(recommended in [10]). In addition, to study how the data skew
(z) affects the hit ratios, we compute hit ratios with different
skewness values, z=0 (no skew) and z=1 (highly skewed).

1The experiment code is available at https://github.com/

YSU-Data-Lab/Semih_Cal_Thesis_Summer_2021
2We employed the TPC-H toolkit available at https://github.

com/YSU-Data-Lab/TPC-H-Skew

Table 2 includes the averaged hit ratios of all experiments.
The overall averaged hit ratios range between 94.8% to 97.6%.
As observed in the results, a higher sampling ratio usually
generates higher hit ratios. However, comparing the hit ratio
results with B=200 and those with B=2000, no significant
differences in hit ratios were observed. For instance, the overall
averaged hit ratios of z=1 when B=200 (97.9%) and B=2000
(97.6%) are both slightly higher than those with z=0 when
B=200 (95.8%) and B=2000 (94.8%).

Table 3 includes the standard deviations of the hit ratios. The
overall standard deviations range between 4.8 to 6.1. First,
for each fixed value of B and z, the standard deviation of hit
ratios generally decreases while the sampling ratio increases.
For example, when B=2000 and z=1, the standard deviations
for sampling ratios 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1% are 9.5, 6.7, 6.3,
respectively. On the other hand, when B and z changed, no
significant difference in the standard deviations were observed.
The overall standard deviations of more skewed data when z=1
(STD=4.8 for B=200 and 5.6 for B=2000) are both slightly
smaller than those when z=0 (STD=6.1 for B=200 and 6.4 for
B=2000).

Table 4 includes the bootstrap standard deviations. A smaller
bootstrap standard deviation means a smaller error estimation
of the query estimation and a narrower bootstrap CI. As
observed, the bootstrap standard deviations generally decrease
with the sampling ratio increases. This demonstrates that query
estimations are more consistent given higher sampling ratios.
Changes of B and z do not significantly affect the bootstrap
standard deviations.

In general, the experiments show that higher sampling ratios
help to improve bootstrap CI hit ratios. On the other hand, the
changes of bootstrap iterations (B) or data skewness (z) do not
significantly impact the error assessment accuracy.

5.3 Speed Performance Tests

We present the speed performance results when estimating
the test queries on the 1GB dataset in Figure 5. The running time
to answer each test query is composed of three parts including
the file access time, simple random sampling time, and bootstrap
sampling time. The file accessing, random sampling, and

https://github.com/YSU-Data-Lab/Semih_Cal_Thesis_Summer_2021
https://github.com/YSU-Data-Lab/Semih_Cal_Thesis_Summer_2021
https://github.com/YSU-Data-Lab/TPC-H-Skew
https://github.com/YSU-Data-Lab/TPC-H-Skew
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(a) B=200, z=0, 100MB
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(b) B=200, z=0, 1GB
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(c) B=200, z=0, 10GB
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(d) B=200, z=1, 100MB
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(e) B=200, z=1, 1GB
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(f) B=200, z=1, 10GB
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(g) B=2000, z=0, 100MB
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(h) B=2000, z=0, 1GB
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(i) B=2000, z=0, 10GB
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(j) B=2000, z=1, 100MB
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(k) B=2000, z=1, 1GB
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Figure 4: Hit ratios of 95% level bootstrap confidence intervals (B: bootstrap iterations; sampling ratio: 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1%; z - data
skewness: 0 or 1, larger value is more skewed)
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bootstrap sampling procedures did not use any memory buffer to
simulate the worst performance scenario. The groups of the first
three figures and the last three figures show that, when the total
bootstrap iterations (B) stay the same and the sampling ratio ( f )
increases, the bootstrap sampling time increases and becomes
a major bottleneck compared with the random sampling time.
The same trend is also observed when f stays the same and
B increases, for example, comparing Figure 5a and Figure 5d.
Therefore, the performance of bootstrap sampling is mainly
affected by values of B and f , especially when the data resides
out-of-core.

5.4 Tests of Optimized Bootstrap Sampling

To increase the overall performance the prototype AQP
system, we improve the bootstrap sampling procedure in the
following aspects.

1. To lower the data access time, the tuples for bootstrap
sampling are not directly accessed. It’s only the query
sample results that are calculated and stored in a memory
array which are passed to the bootstrap engine. Since
the sampling ratios for AQP are usually small (less than
1%), these arrays shall be small enough to fit into the
main memory. If the sampled array is too large, other
alternatives can be implemented such as using partitioned
data arrays.

2. The sorting of the random numbers for resampling is
omitted to save computation. During the resampling
procedure, the bootstrap random numbers are kept
unsorted. After that, a resample array of sample query
results are extracted according to the bootstrap random
number array by in-memory array mapping. For example,
if the generated random number array for resampling
is {5,3,1,2}, then the query results resampled shall be
{y5,y3,y1,y2}.

We perform the same experiments on the 1GB test data using
the prototype system with the optimized bootstrap sampling
engine. Figure 6 depicts the execution time speedup factors
comparing the optimized bootstrap sampling scheme with the
original scheme. The speedup factor is defined as follows.

speedup factor =
time(original bootstrap sampling)

time(optimized bootstrap sampling)
(9)

As observed from the experiment results, the optimized
system reached an averaged speed-up factor of 5 comparing the
bootstrap sampling execution times. It also reached an averaged
speedup factor of 2 comparing the file access times. In addition,
the speedup factor progressively increases with the sampling
ratio.

6 Related Work

Based on the schemes of statistics collection, AQP can be
categorized into two directions including the online AQP and

the offline AQP [5]. The online AQP schemes [6, 16, 17], by
the name, start collecting statistics only after the target query
for approximation is given. Therefore, to reach a high statistics
collecting speed, they usually rely on auxiliary data structures,
such as indices and hash tables. Creating and maintaining
these auxiliary data structures will generate heavy overheads
especially for big data applications. Another drawback is that
their collected statistics can only be used once for a given query,
and must be re-collected for a different query which wastes
computing resources. The offline AQP [1, 24], on the other
hand, collects statistics before a query is submitted. It usually
needs the knowledge of the whole database schema or the join
graph, to create a holistic statistical synopsis. One advantage of
the offline AQP is it doesn’t rely on any auxiliary data structure
or advanced hardware to collect statistics because the statistics
collection happens before the target query is given and doesn’t
affect the run-time system performance. Another advantage is
the statistics collected by offline AQP schemes are reusable for
all future target queries given the database join graph is not
changed.

Bootstrap sampling has a long history in statistics. [12] is a
definitive book for its literature. However, this powerful method
still waits to be fully utilized in modern database systems.
Existing work [10, 11, 20, 7, 3, 15, 14, 13, 25, 26, 27] has made
contribution to this direction. Among them, Pol and Jermaine
in [20] focused on increasing the performance of bootstrap
sampling by lowering the number of bootstrap iterations. To this
end, a new data structure named resampling tree was introduced
in their proposed ODM framework. Zeng et al. [25, 26]
introduced an improved method called Analytical Bootstrap
Method (ABM) that can avoid bootstrap iterations for limited
types of database queries. Kleiner et al. [14] introduced a new
bootstrap sampling method that can reduce bootstrap iterations
on big datasets.

Our work concentrates on the empirical analysis of the
bootstrap sampling for σ -AQP systems. We claim that the
mentioned related work doesn’t fully address the topics in this
work. However, some methods [20, 25, 14] can help to improve
the bootstrap sampling performance in this work.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we employ a non-parametric statistical method,
called bootstrap sampling, to assess the estimation errors of
σ -AQP systems. The contributions are threefold. First,
we developed a prototype σ -AQP system integrated with
a bootstrap sampling engine that can produce confidence
intervals for selection query estimations. Second, we performed
extensive query estimation experiments using the implemented
system. The results showed that the bootstrap confidence
intervals produced are highly accurate even when small
sampling ratios were used. Third, we studied the performance
bottlenecks of the implemented system and proposed multiple
strategies to optimize the bootstrap sampling procedure which
were shown effective in experiments. In the future, we will
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Figure 5: Time overheads in 1GB data tests (B: bootstrap iterations, f : sampling ratio (%))
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Figure 6: Speedup ratios using optimized bootstrap sampling in 1GB data tests ( f : sampling ratio (%))
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Table 2: Hit ratio means (%, B: total bootstrap iterations, z: skewness value)

B z 100 MB 1GB 10GB Overall
0.1% 0.5% 1% avg 0.1% 0.5% 1% avg 0.1% 0.5% 1% avg avg

200 0 96.0 97.0 95.0 96.0 93.0 96.0 96.0 95.0 95.0 99.0 95.0 96.3 95.8
200 1 96.0 100.0 100.0 98.7 97.0 98.0 98.0 97.7 98.0 97.0 97.0 97.3 97.9
2000 0 93.0 88.0 99.0 93.3 94.0 95.0 97.0 95.3 97.0 97.0 93.0 95.7 94.8
2000 1 97.0 97.0 98.0 97.3 97.0 96.0 95.0 96.0 98.0 100.0 100.0 99.3 97.6

Table 3: Hit ratio standard deviations (B: total bootstrap iterations, z: skewness value)

B z 100 MB 1GB 10GB Overall
0.1% 0.5% 1% avg 0.1% 0.5% 1% avg 0.1% 0.5% 1% avg avg

200 0 7.0 4.8 5.3 5.7 10.6 5.2 5.2 7.0 7.1 0.0 9.7 5.6 6.1
200 1 12.6 0.0 0.0 4.2 6.7 4.2 4.2 5.0 4.2 6.7 4.8 5.2 4.8
2000 0 9.5 11.4 3.2 8.0 5.2 7.1 4.8 5.7 6.7 4.8 4.8 5.4 6.4
2000 1 9.5 6.7 6.3 7.5 4.8 8.4 8.5 7.2 6.3 0.0 0.0 2.1 5.6

Table 4: Bootstrap standard deviations (B: total bootstrap iterations, z: skewness value)

B z
100 MB 1GB 10GB Overall
0.1% 0.5% 1% avg 0.1% 0.5% 1% avg 0.1% 0.5% 1% avg avg

200 0 10817.8 4844.3 3449.9 6370.7 34567.3 15368.4 10775.8 20237.2 108118.6 48151.8 34063.4 63444.6 30017.5
200 1 10821.6 4889.6 3477.0 6396.1 34044.4 15211.9 10851.6 20036.0 107887.7 47909.3 34450.6 63415.9 29949.3
2000 0 10894.7 4855.3 3427.2 6392.4 34198.9 15371.4 10823.5 20131.3 108599.9 48490.2 34193.6 63761.2 30095.0
2000 1 10864.4 4839.7 3427.8 6377.3 34237.1 15313.4 10811.0 20120.5 107740.9 48241.3 34143.8 63375.3 29957.7

generalize the current framework to assess the errors of AQP
systems for more complex queries, such as join and common
aggregation queries, on large datasets.
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Abstract

Machine learning and virtual reality technologies have
become focal points for research and development in recent
years. In this study, we propose a framework to estimate and
visualize the position and rotation of human spines, based on
predictions made with machine learning. HTC Vive trackers
are used to simulate the bone structure. Truth reference data for
position and rotation are collected in the HTC system, which are
used to evaluate the performance of our solution. Preliminary
results show that the pose of the simulated structure can be
accurately predicted. The proposed framework can be beneficial
to medical training and surgical operations.
Key Words: Tracking, virtual reality, machine learning,
gradient boosting regressor

1 Introduction

Rapid advances in technology and medical device
development in the 21st century are bringing about a new
era of medicine, contributing to healthier and more productive
lives. As technology and patient complexity continues to
increase, demands for novel approaches to ensure competency
have arisen [17].

Machine learning as a means of pattern recognition has been
heavily utilized over the last decade. By definition, machine
learning is pattern recognition that explains the surrounding
environment. Further, this pattern recognition is achieved by
modeling human intelligence [7]. In this paper, we utilize
machine learning techniques to predict the motion of biomedical
systems, such as human spines. Users can visualize the
location and orientation of human spines in a virtual reality
environment in real time. It provides virtual reality experiences
to medical professionals during training, or to serve as an
additional visualization and guidance tool during actual surgical
operations.

Existing machine learning studies in medical research have
been largely focused on clinical datasets and patient diagnoses
[3, 15], although some predictive analyses have been attempted
in certain areas, including: cancer [4, 14], stroke [11], and
dementia [1]. In this work, we explore the real-time prediction
capability of machine learning, which is a critical component in
image-guided surgery.

During surgical operations, the patient may not be completely
motionless. The human body may experience small changes

in position and/or orientation. Most existing visualization tools
of the human spine rely on mathematical models and imaging
equipment [10], which are not capable of handling real-time
motion. By contrast, in improved spinal visualization systems
[23], machine learning has been successfully used to image the
human spine, with quality even rivaling that of manual imaging
[9].

On the other hand, virtual reality (VR) is a relatively new
concept in medical research. Typically, VR has been considered
an educational tool [20]. Virtual reality simulator becomes a
powerful tool for surgical trainees to repeatedly practice without
potential harm to patients and animals. Traditionally, VR was
not widely used in high-fidelity applications. However, recent
development in VR technology has enabled higher-accuracy
solutions. A 2021 study found that using augmented and virtual
reality resulted in 97% accuracy for pedicle screw placement
[8]. Unfortunately, this study relied on a static spine, which does
not model patient motion during surgery. For example, pedicle
screw placement can cause shifts along the spine during a
surgical procedure[8]. Therefore, we propose to utilize machine
learning techniques to account for such spinal motion.

One of the main applications of machine learning is
data visualization [6], particularly so for medical research.
The importance of data visualization in terms of knowledge
extraction has been documented [21]. Further, when combined
with VR, visualization results in a complete immersion into
the data [6]. In the proposed system, visualization will be
implemented as a three-dimensional immersive VR experience.
A section of human spine will be simulated with multiple HTC
Vive Pro trackers in this work. Trackers are used to simulate
motion of a spine section that is partially rigid. The non-rigid
motion of the spine will be predicted and verified with the HTC
system. The trackers are visualized using the Unity Virtual
Reality Environment in this work.

The main contribution of this paper is to provide a
software/hardware framework which integrates VR with
machine learning to track, predict and visualize the position and
orientation of VR trackers. The framework includes prediction
of time series data obtained from the simulated human spine, for
which we use a gradient boosting regressor model. Furthermore,
we mitigate data outliers by utilizing the extreme event split
technique in order to improve the prediction functionality.
Finally, the simulated human spine will be visualized in VR.
Also, the framework can support other medical visualization
applications.

ISCA Copyright© 2022
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In section 2 of this paper, previous work related to our study
is reviewed. In section 3, an introduction to the software and
hardware components, architecture of the proposed framework
and a process workflow from data collection to virtual reality
visualization are presented. The machine learning models and
the extreme event split approach are discussed in section 4.
Section 5 presents results of spine motion prediction, followed
by conclusions.

2 Related Work

The efforts of Bissonnette to distinguish surgical training
levels using virtual reality simulator and machine learning
methods suggest that virtual reality and machine learning can
be powerful tools for surgical training and evaluation. The
authors divided spine surgeons, spine fellows, orthopaedic and
neurosurgery residents, and medical students from 4 Canadian
universities into two groups (senior and junior) according to
their training levels. 22 participants were senior and 19
were junior. All the participants were asked to perform a
spinal surgery in a virtual reality environment. The virtual
hemilaminectomy required participants to remove the L3 lamina
with a simulated burr in their dominant hand while controlling
bleeding with a simulated suction instrument in their non-
dominant hand [2].

Participants were required to remove the L3 lamina in
five minutes, without damaging surrounding tissues. Their
position, angle, force application of the simulated burr and
suction instruments, and removed tissue volumes during the
procedure were recorded at 20 ms intervals. The data were
collected as metrics for training machine learning algorithms.
Five classification algorithms were applied: support vector
classifier, K-Nearest Neighbors classifier, Linear Discriminant
analysis, Naive Bayes classifier, and decision tree classifier.
Regression algorithms can also be combined with virtual reality
technique in surgical field. Dubin implemented machine
learning algorithms to develop regression models and to predict
Global Evaluative Assessment of Robotic Skills(GEARS) score
using a VR simulator[5]. GEARS is a validated surgical
proficiency testing tool, which has been widely used in training
programs. 74 participants were required to perform a basic
VR exercise (Ring and Rail1) and a complex VR exercise
(Suture Sponge1) on two simulators–dV-Trainer(dVT) and da
Vinci Skills Simulator(dVSS). The simulator gave scores of
each exercise for each participant. And the recorded video
was sent to human subject matter experts for review using the
GEARS tool. Linear regression models were generated for each
exercise on each simulator to predict GEARS score based on
simulator score.

Although both works combined VR with machine learning,
they used relatively simple machine learning algorithms,
and were focused on the performance from the simulators.
Bissonnette et al built classification model using Support Vector
Classifier to distinguish senior level and junior level of surgeons.
Dubin built simple linear regression to predict the GEAR

score of medical students. Besides, the related research built
models on relatively small datasets. Bissonnette has forty-
one participants for model building and Dubin built linear
regression model on 74 participants. The machine learning
model required in the spine motion prediction task is a little
more complicated. We predict six degrees of freedom in
spine motion, three positional variables and three rotational
variables. The performance of prediction will be evaluated on
all six variables. The input of this model includes thousands of
observations. The complexity of the input data requires special
handling of extreme values, or data anomalies. An extreme
value is an observation at the boundaries of the domain.

Anomaly detection in time series has attracted considerable
attention due to its importance in many real-world applications
including intrusion detection, energy management The
finance [19]. Most anomaly detection methods require
manually set thresholds or assumptions on the distribution of
data. Isolated forest algorithm is one of the commonly used
extreme value detecting algorithms. The term isolation in this
case means ”separating an instance from rest of instances”.
The two processing stages of isolation forest include training
stage and testing stage. The training stage builds isolation
trees using subsamples of the training set. The testing stage
passes instances in testing set to obtain anomaly score for each
instance. In the training stage, isolation trees are constructed by
recursively partitioning a subsample X ′ until all instances are
isolated. Each isolation tree is constructed using a subsample
X ′ randomly selected without replacement from X[24].

The normal points tend to be isolated at the deeper end of
the tree, whereas anomalies are closer to the tree root, due to
their singularity nature. The shorter the average path length, the
higher the chances to be anomalies[24]. In teintervsting stage,
outliers are identified and labeled based on anomaly score of
each instance. The 95% quantile method is used to determine
the threshold of extreme value and the instances with anomaly
score greater than the threshold are classified as outliers. The
extreme value machine (EVM) introduced in 2018, has become
an important tool in multivariate statistics and machine learning
in the past few years. Generalized Pareto distribution(GPD)
classifier is an alternative approach of EVM. It requires the
generalized Pareto distribution assumption from extreme value
theory. The idea of the EVM is to approximate the distribution
of the margin distance of each point in each class using extreme
value theory. A new point is then classified as normal if it is
inside the margin of some point in the training set with high
probability[22]. We applied the DSPOT algorithm of splitting
the data into normal events and extreme events. Then we built
machine learning models on normal dataset and extreme dataset
separately and compared the results with that of model built on
dataset without extreme event splitting.

Another challenge in motion prediction lies in the fact that
it is essentially a time-series prediction problem. The sliding
window technique has been utilized to preserve the temporal
relationship of the data [12]. In this technique, the size of the
window is of particular importance [12, 13].
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3 Methodology

In this work, HTC Vive Pro VR trackers are used to represent
parts of the human spine. Two VR tracks simulate rigid-body
motion the human spine, whereas a third tracker simulates
motion of unknown model. Using a time series regression
model, we use location and orientation of the first two trackers
to accurately predict the “third” VR tracker. The actual location
and orientation of all the trackers can be accurately measured
by the VR system, which allows us to assess the accuracy of the
machine learning model (R2, rmse, etc.).

The trackers were placed on an HTC Vive Pro racket. To
train the machine learning model, motion data including the
X, Y, and Z position as well as pitch, roll, and yaw angles
were collected using the racket. Next, the motion data used in
training were reprocessed, and fed into the time series regression
model. After training is completed, prediction accuracy were
assessed. Extreme event split and sliding window techniques
were implemented to improve the quality of machine learning.
Subsequently, this output prediction was fed into a Unity
application, such that all three trackers could be displayed in
the Unity application scene.

3.1 Architecture

The overall system includes three main components: the
VR hardware (HTC Vive Pro trackers and racket), the backend
software (machine learning algorithms on a Flask server), and
the frontend software (SteamVR and Unity). In this section, we
will discuss how the components are connected and interfaced
with each other.

Flask is a popular web application framework. In this study,
a Flask server is utilized for real-time prediction of the trackers.
The processed positional data is input into the server. As
a result, when activated, the server will generate predicted
positional coordinates of the tracker to be visualized in Unity.

SteamVR is an expansion of the Steam gaming engine that
adds a virtual reality component to the gaming experience.
In this study, SteamVR is utilized in the data collection and
visualization of each tracker. For data collection, SteamVR is
utilized to ensure the connection between the HTC Lighthouses
(instruments that create the virtual reality boundary) and the
HTC VR Headset and Trackers. Further, the data is collected
by performing movements in each positional and rotational
direction. For visualizing the trackers, SteamVR communicates
with Unity to create a scene, or virtual reality environment.

Unity is a real-time development platform, typically used
in gaming. However, Unity can be utilized to simulate
environments. In this study, Unity is used to visualize the
trackers. As mentioned before the visualizations are called
scenes.

Figure 1 illustrates the visualization process.

Figure 1: A flowchart illustrating the process in how data
collection occurs. Here, the orange section represents
components utilizing the Flask server. Likewise,
the blue section represents components utilizing the
Unity client. First, the data is collected from the
HTC Vive Pro Setup. Next, the data is preprocessed
and sent to the Flask server for the real-time tracker
location prediction. The prediction is generated using
a Gradient Boosting Regressor machine learning
model. Each HTC Vive Pro Tracker is attached to
an HTC Vive Pro Racket, which is considered a rigid
body. Finally, using SteamVR and Unity, the tracker
locations are visualized

3.2 Data Collection with VR Trackers

Machine learning is heavily dependent on the quality of
training data. Therefore, data collection is an integral
component to a successful machine learning algorithm, such as
gradient boosting regressor shown in Figure 1. The HTC Vive
Pro Trackers used in this work have a 270-degree field of view,
which allows for data collection in virtually every direction.
As afore mentioned, three trackers are manually attached to
an HTC Vive Pro Wireless Racket. Each tracker has a unique
identifier. The racket allows us to place trackers in a straight
line with equidistant positions. On the HTC Vive Pro racket in
Figure 1, the predicted tracker is in the middle, and is adjacent
on either side by two other trackers. It provides a simplified
model of human spine. Although the racket can only simulate
linear motion of the third tracker within a rigid body, it is not
a requirement for the machine learning algorithm. Non-rigid
motion of the tracker can also be predicted.

Sensors attached to the trackers and a HTC Vive Pro Headset
must be synced to the Steam virtual reality software, and to
the HTC Vive Pro Lighthouses (Base Stations). These wireless
lighthouses are responsible for determining the position of the
sensors in a VR environment. Typically, these lighthouses are
placed approximately six feet apart in a room. The HTC Vive
Pro Headset must be active at all times for data collection to
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occur. Failure to do so will result in the data being inconsistent,
or even uncollected.

A Steam virtual reality scene is first initialized, in order to
create the required VR environment. In this environment, the
raw data are recorded. Unity provides an API to calculate the
location of the sensors, which is relative to the lighthouse base
stations. The point of origin is selected for a spatial Cartesian
XYZ system. When activating the Steam VR environment, it
is imperative to have the HTC Vive Pro Racket at the point
of origin in order to ensure accurate data collection. Since
the sensors are rigidly attached to the trackers and headset,
position of multiple sensors on a tracker/headset can then be
used to estimate the position and orientation of the whole
tracker/headset.

3D position and 3D orientation data (pitch, roll, and yaw
angles) are collected. Position and orientation are recorded in
the coordinate system defined by the virtual reality environment
created using the Unity Game Engine. In the 3D spatial
Cartesian coordinate system, X and Y are horizontal axes
and Z is the vertical axes. However, X and Z in the Unity
environment are horizontal, corresponding to the Cartesian X
and Y directions respectively. The Unity Y axis is vertical,
equivalent to the Cartesian Z direction.

While the Steam VR environment scene is active, the
output of data occurs continuously until the scene is stopped.
During each step of the data collection, we focus on only one
of the dimensions. The HTC Vive Pro Racket (with each
tracker attached) is shifted in the desired dimension at different
positions. For example, if data collection is focused on the
Unity X direction, the racket motion will be primarily on the
X direction. The motion on X direction will be random, and
will be repeated at various positions. At each position, data
collection lasts approximately 15-20 seconds. Subsequently, a
dataset is created for each of the six dimensions. Therefore,
there will be six individual data files.

The recorded data are preprocessed to remove incomplete
samples and null values, and subsequently recorded in comma-
separated value (csv) format. The csv files are cleaned to
remove redundant information. For instance, if data is collected
for the X position, the Y and Z positional information is
removed from this file. As a result, the data are less noisy,
purely focused on one direction at a time. It allows for direct
observability in each of the dimensions.

Preprocessed data files are tested for quality. Here, simple
linear regression is used from the scikit-learn machine learning
library [16]. To ensure the accuracy of the data collection for
each directional file, the R2 value is calculated. If the dataset
was incomplete, or held any null or unaccepted data types, a
modeling error is returned. Further, if the R2 value was low, the
data file will be recollected.

3.3 Extreme Event Split

We applied Drift Streaming Peaks-Over-Threshold(DSPOT)
to detect extreme events of the time series data and split

the dataset into normal dataset and extreme dataset. As
stated earlier, isolation forest extreme value detector and GPD
classifier rely on either manually set thresholds or assumptions
on the distribution of data. By using the DSPOT approach, we
do not assume the distribution of the value but rely on extreme
value theory to estimate accurately low probability areas and
then discriminate outliers [19].

3.4 Real-time Prediction

The preprocessed data is sent to a Flask Server. On this
server, a gradient boosting regressor machine learning model
is implemented. The predicted location and orientation of the
tracker are updated and distributed continuously as long as
the server is active. The prediction is then sent to the Unity
application and are visualized. Figure 2 shows the visualization
of the trackers, including the predicted location.

Figure 2: An illustration of the virtual reality visualization of
the HTC Vive Pro Wireless Racket setup with the
attached trackers. During surgery, sensors are placed
on the spine, trackers 2 and 3 are external sensors,
and tracker 1 is for bone location. When predicted
correctly, the visualized tracker should overlay tracker
1

3.5 Window Slider Technique

Instead of predicting the target variable using the whole
training dataset, the window slider technique helps improve the
accuracy of predictive models by capturing the most complete
information possible from the dataset.

Figure 3 [18]shows how the sliding window technique
reshapes the information by windows with fixed size. The X
axes shows the time, and the y axes shows the response variable.
Predictors are not shown in this figure. The window size of
this example is 4, which means that the model is going to map
the 4 observations in this window and predict the value at time
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Figure 3: Window slider

t+1. Then the sliding window moves forward one time step
and a response variable at t+2 is predicted. The sliding window
continues moving forward and proceeding the same prediction
step until the end of the time series dataset.

Instead of predicting one variable in a time series dataset as
shown above, the tracker dataset we applied sliding window
technique to has six predictor variables–rotational X,Y,Z
variables of tracker one and two, and one response variable–
rotational X variable. We have n-w windows in total, where n
representing the sample size of training set, and w representing
the window size. Sliding window technique was applied to
machine learning models and RMSE values will be calculated
to evaluate the accuracy of models.

Figure 4 shows an example of defining windows in the tracker
dataset with window size set to 3. The data records in the black
frame are a training set used to train the models. There are seven
predictor variables in this training set–∆t and X1-X6, and one
response variable–Y. The response variable next to the window
is predicted with the trained model. This procedure is repeated
n-w times as the window slides down one row each time.

Figure 4: Window with size=3

Figure 5 shows the new dataset generated using the sliding
window technique with window size set to 3. Models are
trained using this new dataset and RMSE values are calculated
to evaluate the model. This procedure is repeated with different
sample sizes.

To determine the window size, autocorrelation is utilized.
Autocorrelation represents the degree of similarity between a

Figure 5: New dataset

time series by measuring the relationship between a variable’s
current values and its historical values over successive time
intervals[25]. Eq. 1 is used to calculate the autocorrelation.

ρ̂k =
ΣT

t=k+1(rt − r)(rt−k − r)
ΣT

t=1(rt − r)2 (1)

4 Results

As stated earlier, the gradient boosting regressor model, along
with the extreme event split and the sliding window technique,
were utilized in this study. Table 1 shows the results of each
model run for each position and rotation.

4.1 Gradient Boosting Regressor

Initial results of the gradient boosting regressor model show a
high accuracy with low root mean square error for each position
(X, Y, Z) and pitch rotation. However, roll and yaw did not
produce low-error results. This high accuracy is high due to the
linearity, as well as continuity of the data. The lower accuracies
in roll and yaw can be attributed to the non-linearity of the
data, where a pitch movement is more linear than roll or yaw
movements. Table 1 shows the accuracy of the predicted tracker
locations for each position and rotation in relation to the actual
tracker coordinates. As a whole, the GBR performed well.

The extreme event split and sliding window technique
performed better than the base gradient boosting regressor
model. This indicates the data contained several outliers, and
that the base model does not perform as well when the data
is inspected all at once. Also, this is important since the data
collection is performed by manual simultaneous movements of
the trackers. Therefore, it is possible not all of the movements
are consistent.

Consequently, the better comparison is between the extreme
event split and the sliding window technique. The extreme event
split performed better overall for positional movements, while
the sliding window technique performed better for rotational
movements. This is a result of the extreme event split
accounting for the outliers in the mostly linear positional
dataset. However, the sliding window technique performs better
with the rotational data due to its multiple examinations of the
dataset, which are correctly considered windows. Further, the
rotational data is the least linear of the collected data.
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Table 1: This table displays the model results of the base gradient boosting regressor model prediction, the extreme-event split, and
the sliding window technique on the input data. Root Mean Square Error was calculated for each type of model run. The
GBR model performed well for each position and rotation, with the exception of the pitch rotation. The extreme event split
was better for the X, Y, and Z positions, while the sliding window technique performed best for the pitch, roll, and yaw
rotations

Method Metric Position
X Y Z Pitch Roll Yaw

GBR (Base Data) RMSE 0.100 0.117 0.204 0.444 848.046 515.981
GBR (Extreme Event Split) RMSE 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.353 18.266 11.673
GBR (Sliding Window) RMSE 0.313 0.260 0.313 0.250 14.312 9.366

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a framework to visualize and
predict HTC Vive trackers. The experimental results show that
our proposed method is promising and can be possibly applied
to medical usage. Here, the extreme event split proved best
for improving the model results for the X, Y, and Z positions.
Conversely, the sliding window technique performed best for
the pitch, roll, and yaw rotations.

In Table 1, we have shown the results of the predicted tracker
location in relation to tracker 1 for this research. As a result,
the gradient boosting regressor model has proven useful for
the machine learning application of this research, as well as
the utilization of the extreme-event split and sliding window
techniques.

With that said, some improvements can be made to ensure
further decreases in error within the models. Parameter
tuning of the extreme-event split and sliding window technique
would further improve accuracy within the dataset. Also,
the overarching goal of this research is to visualize tracker
locations. By utilizing a mixture of the techniques, a better
visualization would be possible. More specifically, utilizing the
extreme event split for the positional data, and sliding window
technique for the rotational data should produce a more accurate
visualization.

Future research goals include utilizing multiple techniques,
as mentioned above. Also, prediction for a non-rigid body is
significant for an actual human body.
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